




































































By BRAD BOLLINGER 
Dennis Casein, an official 
at
 the 
Irish Republican Army (IRA),
 







Northern Ireland in a noon speech 









like situation in Northern Ireland, ac-
cording to Casein, who in 19139 spent 
10 months in Long 
Kesh  prison in 









before  50 
people,
 
said England wants 




 can gain 
control 
over both 



















 the southern right-wing 
unionists.
 
The unionists. capitalist 
businessmen who depend on England 
and the 
Catholic sectarian dispute for 
their 
survival, according to Casein, 
will resort to 
burning houses in 
Catholic 
ghettos. 
"The right wing unionists will at-
tack Catholic areas and the IRA will 
attack the unionists." Casein said, 
and









has planes standing by 
to fly 7.000 






unification is signed. 
"The
 U.S. is the Imperialistic ally 

















 Chancellor's office 
wants  a 
ougher stand on faculty 
moonlighting.
 
That office released a draft report 
last month which said each campus 
in the California State 
University 
and College system must keep 
a file 











 rolls around, 
these files could be 
examined
 for "in -




While the report 





-presumably because the 
Trustees  see a problem in this 
area -it will come under fire by the 
Academic 
Senate
 and the Academic 
Council,  
The Trustees will deal with it at  
their next 
meeting
 March 27-28. 
Dr. David Elliott, chairman of 
the 
Academic
 Council, Tuesday charged 
the Chancellor's office and the 
Trustees with blowing
 up single in-
cidents and 
anecdotes  into big 
generalizations about the nature of 
faculty members. 
"Neither the Trustees nor the 
Chancellor are 
interested
 in hard 
data on this," declared Dr. Elliot, San 
Jose State 
University  Speech -Com-
munications
 Dept. chairman. 
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke could 
not be reached 
for comment. 
Dr. Hobert Burns, SJSU 
Academic 
Vice President, said the "classic case"
 
of faculty moonlighting is 
that of an 
Instructor
 at Los Angeles State 
University who taught 
classes
 there 
and at the 
University  of Southern 
California at the same
 time of day. 
But Dr. Burns doesn't believe it is a 
widespread practice -either at SJSU 
or elsewhere. 
All that Dr. 
Elliot would say is he 
does not know if it's a problem 
because of the lack of data. 
At any rate, the Trustees will pass 
something similar to the Chancellor's 
draft report, 
according  to Dr. Burns. 
Ultimately,  he pointed out, it could 
be added to Title 5 of the education 
code, or 




latter  would be 
the 
most
 likely route, 
said
 Dr. Burns.  
If the draft 
report
 does become law 
Dr. Elliot thinks
 the faculty would be 
getting off 
easily -except for the 
re-
quirement
 of record 
keeping.  
"It looks like a re -affirmation
 of 
what we've
 got," he observed. 
But the
 record keeping 
bothers 




means of suppression. 
"That 
kind
 of fear sounds 
paranoid  
but maybe 
valid going on 
past  













equal  in hours to 
20 per cent of 
their 
full employment time
 at their main 
position. 
Current 
regulations  say 
that an 
instructor
 may teach one 
extension 
class  at another 
institution  or 
hold
 
some other job 
that is of "comparable
 
demand  on time and energy"
 and does 
not interfere 




The new draft has
 been studied by 
the
 presidents 




 at the various
 campuses 
and their only
 major disagreement 
was 







has not yet taken any
 official position 
on the matter
 Dr. Elliot had 
his own 
opinions.  





faulty  presumption 
that faculty are 
trying
 to rip off the 
institution. ' 
"In 
the  last analysis 
the only 
legitimate 
question  is: is 
the faculty 
member  doing 
his job," he 
commented. 
Dr. Elliot said it is 
noone'sbusiness  
if a faculty 
member  wants to 
get a 
heart attack 
working  many 
extra 
hours as long as 
he
 performs well. 


















Dr. John H. 
Bunzel,  San 




yesterday  he will 
write  a weekly 
column 
of








focus  section column, 
to 
appear




 problems and 
developments 
in
 higher education. 
Dr. Bunzel, 48,
 is a long-time 
observer of 
political  and social 
trends in 
American  society. He 
has  
lectured widely
 on public affairs and 
in 1964 
conducted  a weekly, award
-
winning 
television  program, "The 
American Voter,"
 on KP1X of San 
Francisco. 
Dr. 
Bunzel also is 
the  author of 
numerous articles 
and  several books, 
including 
"Anti -Politics in 
America"
 
and "The American Small 
Businessman." 
Before becoming SJSU president in 
1970, Dr. Bunzel was chairman of the 




In 1969-70, he was a 
visiting 
scholar at the Palo Alto Center for 




A native of New 
York, Dr. Bunzel 
received his B.A. degree magna
 cum 
laude from Princeton University 
where he majored in political science. 




sociology from Columbia University 
and his Ph. D. degree in political 
science from the University of 
California at 
Berkeley. 
I he followina is A.S. Pres. Desna. King'o proposed
 bude.t for 1973.74. These ore only recommen-
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experimental
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Priority Category 2 
Thane are 
importanI  but thould be trimmed 
rat
 000000 prnoible, according to 
Eine.  
A.S. Progrom Board 5511.630 
Need Mommine 
A.S. meek progrem 25.51111 

























Priority Category 3 
Rocounnendod funding al lot
 your.
 
loyal  except whoa then lo door doomed for 































Category  4 
Not le
 





















not  end, 
according 
to Casein,
















 Casein said he 
is totally 
against  the 
actions
 of the 
Provisional IRA 











Provisional  IRA 
is
 a military 
organization
 which split 
off from the 
original  IRA. 
Casein 
is a member 
of






which  advocates 
socialist revolution. 
Casein asserted that 
some of the 
recent bombings could be 
attributed 
to the British 
services
 army (SAS) 
which, he says performs some as-
sassinations 
and bombings to in-
fluence the 










 of IRA activities. He 
said the IRA was a secret 
organization
 involved in 
meaningless
 killings of innocent 
women and children. 
Casein retorted, saying he is 
reading the 
propaganda
 of the church 
which, according 
to Casein. "always 
supports the 
establishment." 
Casein is presently 
on
 a speaking 
tour. 
His next destination
 is not 
known.  
His one
-and -a -half hour talk at San 
Jose 
State  University was 
sponsored  
by the Associated 
Students  at a cost 








Casein is an 
executive  of the 
Northern
 Command of 
the official 
IRA and
 a member of 
the Northern 
Ireland 
Civil  Rights Association.
 He 
is also a 
member of the







S artan Daily 















Third of a Series 
The  rising concern 
over the im-
paction of 
board and care 
homes in 
the San Jose 
State  University 
area,
 
has led to the 




care homes are 
prevalent in 
this
 area because of 
the 
closure 
of mental health 
facilities at 
Agnews 

























group's  main 
concern is the
 campus area 
has 1.5 
per 
cent of the county's
 population, 
yet the
 college area 
accommodates  74 
per cent 
of the board and 





indicate  there are 
over
 100 board and
 care facilities 
housing 
over  1500 
patients,
 within a 
one 
mile  radius  
of
 the college. 
McDonald  said 
the  primary 
purpose  of CCIA
 is to "expose"
 that 






and "to let 
the  government 
know  we 
don't
 want an impaction
 of board and 
care homes
 in  this area." 
McDonald. a 









 of such 
facilities 
can't  help but 
change
 the 
stability of a 
neighborhood.  Such 
im-
paction









 a whole 
city  block 
(referring  to S. 13th 
Street) may be 
entirely 
board and care 
homes. 
"This is no longer a normal en-
vironment. It isn't proper atmosphere 
for rehabilitation," he said. 
As a result 
of the Lanterman-
Petris-Short 
Act  (LPS) in 1969, there 
has been an integration of mental 
health 
patients into communities 
around the state. 
The CCIA spokesman said because 
there is a density of board and care 
homes in this area, he believes other 
communities in Santa Clara County 





was instrumental in 
obtaining
 passage
 of a 
moratorium  
over a year ago, concerning the board 
and care homes. 
San  lose City Coun-
cil passed this 
moratorium  which 
stipulates further 
board and care 
homes may not be established in the
 
SJSU area, however,
 the rest of San 
lose is exempt from this act. 
In a recent survey 
conducted by 
CCIA, it was found there are more
 
mentally ill persons per square feet in 
this area than there ever 
was  at 
Agnew. 
Hospital.  
CCIA defined the boundaries for 
the survey,
 as being north to Julian 
and south to Keyes; east to Fourth St. 




 why the 
campus area has become 
saturated 
with board and care
 homes, said, 
"This  is the easiest place to 
dump ex -
mental patients
 because of the R-3 
zoning (land zoned for multiple 
dwellings), and the 
fraternities  have 
left fraternity row." 
Doug 
Spinelli,  a member of CCIA
 
and 




 said the 
concept of community 
care  is "great, 
but it is also more expensive." 
A January report 
compiled
 by a 
task
 force of the Mental 
Health Com-
mission of the Comprehensive
 Health 
Planning
 Association of 
Santa  Clara 
County 
stated:  "... since 
1971,
 when 
the closure of 
Agnew.  to the mentally 
ill was completed,
 the cost to the 




 from a com-
bined total of 





tates what gets 
done and what 
doesn't," inferring 
this may be a 
partial explanation 
for the lack of  
any state or county 
evaluation of 
board and care 
homes in this area. 







provide  for citizen 
participation in 
community  care 
treatment. He said 
members of CCIA 
are  actively 
involved







Helmke,  CCIA member
 and as-
sistant housing 
director at SJSU, 
said,  "Every 
community






 mentally ill 
patients  into the 
community
 and to 
be
 aware of 
the 
community mental
 health problems. 








problems on a 




jeopardizes  the 
integrity  of the 
community.
 
"This area is 
an
 easy dumping 
ground for all 
the mentally ill 
patients
-end this has 
become  a bas-
tardization
 of the original 











 ways to improve
 board 
and care homes: 
 














 Spreading the board 
and  care 
homes throughout the 
community,
 
instead  of concentrating them in one 
small area. 
She said, "The 
community  which is 
to receive mentally ill patients needs
 
guidelines, more personnel, and most 
important, time to prepare. It sounds, 
lovely
 
to put the patient back into 
the  
community,, but
 the community has 
to be able to handle the situation 
correctly."
 
How do you handle a community 
which isn't familiar in dealing with 
mental health patients? 
John Murphy, SJSU student, 
started a "Community of Com-
munities" project this 
year  to 
integrate the community with the 
board and care home residents. 
The seminar in 
community mental 
health is sponsored by New College 
and the Student Community In-
volvement Program. The 100 
students in the seminar 
are involved 
in a volunteer recreation program 
with patients in 
approximately
 15 
board and care homes. 
Murphy said, "Our program's 
philosophy is that 
rehabilitation of 
any person who is mentally or 
socially disordered is 
useless,  unless 
society is able to 
accept  that person 
as a human 
being."
 
"The public's attitude is fearful and 
negative about mentally ill persons"
 
said Murphy. "The greater part of so-
called normal society is mentally ill 
about
 mental illness." 
The purpose of the "Community of 
Communities" program is two -fold: 
 To provide recreation and com-
panionship for persons  
ignored  by 
institutions who are supposed to be 
dealing with them and the general 
community, 
 To put students in a position 




about mental illness. 
Murphy believes every 
mental 
health institution should be closed. 
"Community
 care
 is the only way to 
help the mentally ill," he said. 
Rosemary, a patient at New Way 
House (a board and care home on S. 
11th Street), said, "I think it's a good 
idea for students to come into this 
house. They occupy our time now." 
Rosemary has been a resident of 
New Way House, which ac-
commodates 50 to 60 persons, for the 
past three months. 
"We used to just sit around all the 
time and 
play  cards or chess," she 
said. "The people here were dis-
content and would complain 
about  
trivial things. There wasn't any 
harmony in the house 
and this 











A cloak of silence has descended on 
those concerned with the resignation 
of George Watts, former A.S. 
Manger. 
yesterday.  
Watts, when approached Wednes-
day, gave "personal reasons" for his 
decision to resign, and said he 
would  
speak on the matter again Thursday. 
Yesterday, however, he said he had
 





director of business affairs,
 has said 
Watts' replacement is a matter for the 
council to consider, since they have 
ultimate hiring and releasing power 
over A.S. employees.
 
Guttormsen said he had no 
knowledge of why Watts was asked 
to resign, but admitted testifying to 
the A.S. Personnel Board during its 
investigation. 
Referring 
to Watts' decision to 
resign, Guttormsen said, "I was in-
formed late last night (Tuesday) of 
his (Watts') decision to do so." 
Dean of Student Services Robert S. 




"1 feel basically it 
is
 a matter 




He said any word of specific 
charges  and reasons for the 
resignation would have to come from 
King. 
Citing the sensitivity of the issue. 








Associated  Students project,
 
Students Aiding 
Students,  has 
scheduled 
a workshop for March 24 
and 25 at 
Camp  Kennolyn in Soquel. 
The 
workshop  is to help Eastside San 
Jose
 high school students become 
in-
volved  in community
 affairs. 
An organizational meeting will 
be 
held at 
10:30  a.m. Wednesday. March 
7 in 
the A.S. Council Chambers in 
the 
Student Union. 
Persons with skills in community 
organization, are urged by the 
A.S. to 











 balance is 
how A.S. 
Pres.  Dennis King 
Wednes-



















 mere tradition. 
Primarily, he 
sees
 a need to 
obtain  
a much clearer
 view of the 
whys  in-
volved in the budget. 
































(GIA)  and the 






athletics"  King 








there is no 
student 












 forth only 
once  a year to 
re-
quest money 
and is not 
heard  from 
again.
 
"If  they (students) 
have
 control of 
CIA




 to priorities," 
King 
stated. 
While he complained of 
a lack of 
control over GIA spending, King 
noted there 
is too much control over 
other 
programs
 such as the Spartan 
Daily. 
"People in student 
government
 





will threaten to cut off its funds," 
he observed. 
He said it has never 
been
 clear 
whether A.S. subscribes to the paper 
or if it's a co
-publisher.  (The 1972-73 





views  lead to interesting 
conclusions,"
 King said. 
As subscribers 
to
 the Daily, A.S. 
would have the right to cut 
its funds 
or eliminate them, he explained. Co -
publishers, he said, 
could  have 
editorial control. 
King put the Daily in his first 
priority category in his budget with a 
funding of 830,000 -the same as this 
year. 
"It's a question 
of balance" -a line 
from the Moody Blues -is King's 
theme for his budget. 
Balance, according to King. should 
mean not only 
equality  of income and 
expense but a balance 
between  the 
various  programs funded. 
As a practical matter -and 
as
 a 
method to answer some of those 
whys -he 
has proposed a new type of 
budget for next 
year.  
Called 
a "planned programming 
budget" he said it would answer the 
questions: what is the
 AS.,
 what are 
its purposes, 
goals,
 and objectives, 





could then be awarded
 to these 
programs. 
King  explained if, for instance, a 
goal of A.S. is to serve
 the students, 
an objective might be to open up lines 
of communication. The Spartan
 
Daily could be one 
program
 that does 
this. 
Then it would 
be
 given appropriate 
funding with a 






King believes this 
type
 of budget 
will put an end to spending out 
of 
tradition
 and will spread the money 
in a proper balance. 
"Our first priority 
dollar  for dollar 
has been athletics," 
King  noted. 
"Number 
two has been 
management  
of A.S. with numbers 
three and four 
way behind." 
"These 
have  been priorities 
of past 
student 





question  is 
why  should it 
con-
tinue to 
be."  he asked. 
He





when  they 
were 
campaigning  but













 To create a "fair





 of $20,000 it would handle 
many programs which 
previously  
fell under
 special allocations, 
 A revenue
 sharing program 
whereby
 King hopes to garner more 
student participation
 in A.S. affairs 
by returning
 a dollar to each student 
who votes in its
 elections. 
 
Legal service and consumer af-



























































































































































































Angeles or in another area out-
side the Bay




unit fee, which 
in-
corporates the Student 
Union  and 








Student Union and a $3 facility 
fee when these students in ques-









to  journalism 







 the same 
problem to 
their  students. 
Paul Bradley, of the
 Continuing 
Education 
and Summer Sessions 









 that in the 
summer,  the 
school
 does not 







 are not 
getting  
any 











wheel  turn 
With 










 than a 
nuisance 
and  a hazard 
when  you 
ride your bike.











makes you work 
harder and even-
tually  can damage 




needs the most 
atten-
tion from your 
oil can. If you 
haven't  oiled it in a 
while,  give it a 
light  coat (3 in One or another 
light oil). 
If it's crusty with sludge, take it 
off and clean it 
in
 gas or other 
solvent first. (Most 10 speed 
chains have no master link so 
you'll need a chain tool which 
can be purchased at Paul's Cycles 
for $2.95.)
 
Now, take a spin and feel the 
difference. Don't 
forget
 a drop or 
two on pedal bearings, derailleur, 
and brakes (on pivot bolts). Head 
and crank 
bearings are normally 
grease packed. Check them about 
every  six months. 
The bicycle is a 
sophisticated
 
piece of machinery but 
keep
 in 
mind that it's a relatively
 simple 
design. Most 
bike repairs require 
only a little time, a few 
tools,
 and 
bit of effort. Learn
 to repair your 
bike
 and you'll save money.
 
I have reviewed


















abundant illustrations. It is 
organized by part (Handlebars,
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 You can find it at Robert's 
Book Store, College Book Sellers, 
and B. Dalton 
in Eastridge. 
Spartan Bookstore is temporarily 
out. 
"Fix Your Bicycle," by Joe G. 
Bergman (an SJSU student, by 
the way) and Eric Jorgensen 
(Clymer Publications, $3.75) is 
organized by part and function 
and includes photo illustrations 
as well 
as line art. College Book 
Sellers has it but they're tem-
porarily out. 
Both books are 







diagrams and other aids. Both 





 either book, you 
will be prepared  
to
 handle 90 per 




10 speed bike. 
Thanks to some hard working 
people, the north half of the East-
West demonstration bike route, 
and the bulk of the San Jose State 
demonstration  route are a reality. 
Construction  is to begin early 
next month and should be com-
pleted 





























editors  of the 
Spartan 
Daily have 
invited me to 
use this 
space  from 
time  to time 
to write 
on 
any subject of 




 I am pleased 
to accept. 
Let me take 
advantage  of this 
opportunity,
 then, to take 
excep-
tion 
to a recent 
editorial  in the 
Daily in 
which  it was 
said  that I 
hold
 "the purse 





addition, I was 
ad-
vised to 







 It is a 
simplistic









 to give 
money to their 
elected represen-
tatives








 (or so the 
editors would
 have us believe) 
that this is solely
 a student 
matter and that the University
 
should in no way 
interfere  or 
concern itself
 with their finances. 
It is an appealing argument,
 but it 
is also clearly 
debatable. It 




 on the total mis-
sion of the 
university.  Further, 
the editorial states 
that  students 
are competent
 enough to manage 
their own funds, but then
 goes on 
to 
suggest that if they are not, 
they should simply 
pay the 
consequences.  Has it occurred to 
the editors that the 
university  
would also have to 
share in those 
consequences? 
Whatever the weaknesses of 
the editors' philosophical 
position, there is the more im-
portant poirt that their position 
is contrary to state
 law and 
trustee policy. Title 
V.
 Section 
42402 is unambiguously explicit 
with respect to the 
university's 
responsibility to the budget of the 
Associated Students. The editors 
know better 
than seriously to 
believe that the president has the 
right or the power to waive the 
responsibility delegated 
to him in 
this section of Title 5. It is not a 
question of the president having 




I found Mark 
Heilman's  recent 
staff comment
 about banning 
smoking in 
the classrooms







(smokers)  one of 
their inalienable




It is unfair 











 of smoking 
in a clas-
sroom or any other
 public place. 
After all, there 
appears  to be no 
concrete evidence
 that inhalation 
of 



















are  products 


















and clothes, they need only 
shower twice a day and wash
 
their garments often. 
Smokers shouldn't be made to 
suffer because air is transient. 
After all, air belongs 
to 
everybody, and if someone wants 
to pollute his share of the air, who 
is to stop him? 
Smoke -sensitive non-smokers 
are very often so selfish and 
egotistical that they magnify 
their own minor discomforts to 
the point where the sufferings
 of 
cigarette 
smokers are obscured. 
I 
believe  all those who advocate 
"No Smoking" in public places
 in-
cluding classrooms, are to be 
frowned upon for placing the 
physical discomforts of the 
multitudes above an individual's 











Some cynics love 
to
 observe 
that the basic 
function of war, 
and the reason for its continuing 
popularity, is a 
provision of 
man's blood -thirsty nature with 
sufficient carnage. 
The recent Battle of Kham 
Sang, Laos, seems 
to indicate that 
the observation is more the 
product of lazy thinking, rather 




 the Christian 
Science 
Monitor  of 
March  7 
reported,
 "of
 this fearsome post -
cease
-fire  




















The comic aspects of such a 




demonstrated  is 
that
 




 to be a good 












 from killing at home. 
Blood lust 
should  overcome all in 
one if that's
 so. 
If so, the men at Kham Sang, 
Laos, will have to be viewed as 
exceptions to the human race. I 
rather think they typify it. 
Mike 
Mitchell  
 1.0111.    
-------------
 






would  also 
disagree 












made  by the 
As-
sociated  
Students.  They 
truth is 
he must 
overrule  those 
allocations
 which are
 not in con-
formity 
with the policy




university.  Is it 








 their desired 
objective?  
If 
they  feel 




















 more sense 
than urging the 
president
 to 
violate  the 
law sim-
ply 





Incidentally,  the 
record
 will 
show  that in 


























which a given budget item 
may be 
expended. 




 such a 
stipulation, it 






But  the action has 
never had the
 effect of vetoing the 
budget allocation
 itself. 
"The hour of crisis has passed" 
Letter to the Editor 
Mercury series 
Editor: 
Congratulations, Elias Castillo! 
You've proven  to the San Jose 
Chicano and low-income com-
munity that a Mexican but 
American can in fact sell his last 
pinch of pride for a few dollars! 




and a Chicana, I can no longer sit 
back and 
let  the Mercury
-News 
attack the Model Cities Program 
of San Jose, without offering a 
rebuttal: 
Perhaps  Sr. Castillo is 
attempting to muckrake the 
Chicano community by creating 
his own muck. 
Political Editor Harry Farrell, 
"Mexican -American" (and I 
apologize to Mexican Americans 
if they
 feel insulted by the as-
sociation)
 Elias Castillo, and 
some unknown reporter (at least 
to the Chicano community) have 
taken it upon themselves to at-
tack MCSJ with a series of non-
factual "informational" articles. 










Mercury is not known as such. 
A few important points should 
be 
stressed  along these lines. 
The 
program is in fact granted 3 
million,
 yet to "idealistically" 
begin to clean the city of its 
problems would take literally at 
least a billion dollars, a change in 
the Joe Collas of our society and a 




made by a 
Morgan Smith regarding elec-
tions of citizens participation 
component 
of
 the program. Mr. 
Smith, as I 
recall,
 was hired by 
the city 
to





 and obtain a 
wider range of 
voters.  Number (1) 
he came 
in
 late every 






















paper  to 













program and did not do any more 
than 
he
 was asked. In total, his in-
put was nil! 
Yet  Castillo took it upon 
himself to interview
 a few "pes-
simists' (for lack of a better work) 
and expound on their 
bitter 
feelings to build 
up




 you as an 
"educated" San Jose
 resident 
should know that the problem of 
the sidewalks 
in the eastside is 
not the responsibility
 of Model 
Cities but of 
the city of San Jose. 
Why do people 
overlook  such tiny 
details? 
Tsk,
 Tsk! Srs. Castillo, 
Farrell, and Carey, I 
thought  you  
were supposed
 to set the 
exam-






 is of course not 
making
 a first on the 
attack.  It 
slants 
its  articles on blacks, 
orientals  and 
browns,














not coincide with the
 
narrowminded 














they might try 
asking  if 
they've heard





cording  to 
their




 only five 


































invited  to 
write 














 a 55 -space line. All 
letters must 
be signed with 
name, student card number, 
address and phone for 
verification. We will 









I first read 
about  Mr. 
King's 
proposal to 

































 he is 
buying votes. Whether
 Mr. King 
runs for 




 pay for 
votes  it, 
to buy votes. If you pay a dollar 
for a vote you are buying a vote. 












"seven and 11 per cent" 
to 
between "35 and 40 per cent" if 
and 
when  his proposal is passed. 
He is probably right, the turnout
 










wouldn't vote to get a "buck." I 
wonder how many write-in votes 
there will be for Mickey Mouse? 
You still get a dollar, don't you? 
Finally this proposal is an in-





whether  I get a 
dollar or not. I don't need Mr. 
King paying for my vote. Besides, 
it would take more than a 
dollar 
to get me to vote for the kind of 





Just for the record, how 
many  
times does Mr. 
King  plan on 






This is a reply to the 
staff 
comment by Peg Bennett on 
police use of 
the fear syndrome. 
The writer asked three questions: 
First; "Why 
do the police 
constantly encourage the fear 
syndrome?" 
They
 don't. What 
they do encourage is the ap-
plication of common sense inves-
tigation techniques. 
Many  times 





















 was simply 
trying to be 

















Based  on 
the 
facts given in 
the column.  
I 
fail to see 
that
 they have.











directly  to 
that 





 let this 
loaded  















inference  is 
that  
Mrs. 
Bennett  was 





want  to 
do 
or












apologize.  In 
any event
 I 
would  like to 
remind  her 


















 As such, 





























strike at San 
Jose Hospital. 
Students at SJSU 
are scabbing 
(crossing the picket 
line 
and 















































































































































 from The 
Associated 
Press 
CLARK AIR RASE. 
PhilippinesNewly  treed prisoners 
of 
war have told military debriefers the
 more than 1.000 servicemen 
missing in action in 
Vietnam
 are probably dead. 
The 
POWs said the men most 
likely






 their planes 
crashed, or died after 
parachuting
 into dense, uninhabited 
jungle.
 
A total of 1 327 servicemen are still 
listed as missing in action 
in Vietnam. 
The returned POWs also stated that since
 they were regularly 
circulated among five or more 
POW camps. they doubted 
seriously if the 
missing





The Defense Department plans to set up a 
headquarters  in 
Thailand to search for 
the  missing men. Despite the reports. 
military 









Nixon urged Congress to reimpose the 
death penalty for certain 
federal
 crimes Wednesday. He urged 
legislators to 
set rigid guildlines under which it would be applied 
automatically.
 
Pres. Nixon asked 
for immediate congressional 
action  to 
reinstate  capital punishment for such 
crimes  as war -related 
treason, sabotage and espionage,
 and  for the murder of federal 
officials or law officers. He also mentioned
 crimes such as 
"murder for hire." kidnapping and 
hijacking when death results. 
Last
 lune the Supreme Court ruled the 
death  penalty un-
constitutional under present laws. One 
of the court's principal 












yesterday  in favor 
of reducing U.S. 
troops overseas 





resolution,  which 








 That statement 
urged a two-thirds
 cut in U.S. 
forces  














































By LEE DICKASON 
Parents of the mentally 
retarded claim the proposed 
stale closure of Agnews and 
Stockton 
State Hospitals 
would be a form of "legalized 
killing" and a "giant step
 
backwards" in mental health 
care.
 
A panel of 
six,
 including San 
lose
 city councilman Joseph 
Colla and Nobel Prize winner 
Dr. Robert 
Hoffsteder
 of  Stan-
ford 
University  stated at a 




closure of state 
mental
 health facilities 
would 
torce patients




 flared recently 
when








be moved out of state 
hospitals  
and closer to stimulus within 
the community; 
board and 













 mentally incapacitated 
are subject to a game of 
musical chairs by Governor 




panel  member 
Joy Mar, president of the 
Agnews
 Mentally Retarded 
Association (AMRA) 
charged.  
"He doesn't give a damn 
what 
happens  to those 
patients once they are let out 


















 come back! It was only 
a heal rash, Dennis." 
Money  received 
from the 
above ad, 










 for the 
Daily's existence. 
Advertising Idisplay and 
classified)
 supports 70 per 
cent of the Daily's operations, 
which includes publishing 
10,000 papers daily, said 
Clyde 
Lawrence. advertising 
adviser to the Spartan Daily. 
The 14 salesmen
 and women 
expressed their concern over 





manager, said, "Feedback 
from business 
owners indicate 
they are reluctant to advertise 
because editorial
 content in 
previous Daily supplements 
were detrimental
 to business." 





23 -year -old ad 
salesman,
 said, "Many 
advertisers  don't 
believe
 the 
(Spartan  Daily) 
serves  the 
image of their 
business." 






























adding  this 
percen-
tage is the








are  low 
this 





 at a high 
level  and serve 














He said, "Spartan 
Daily's  ad 
staff is unique because San 
Jose State University is the 
only school in California 
which requires advertising 






 at other 
colleges
 
students  may get 
paid































women  on the
 ad 
staff, 





for ,i local retail ad. 
"I 
make
 calls on stores and 
ask 
the 




advertise  in the
 Spartan 
Daily.- she 
said.  "Sometimes 
a 
store will give me a 
copy of the 
ad it 
wishes



















accounts  by calling 
a 
store manager 





or not, you do 
have a 
potential
 market at SISU." 
Madrigal said at 
times  he 
has spent 
more









believe serving on 
the ad staff 
is good experience 
because  
it's comparable to working on 
a 
regular
 newspaper," he said. 
In addition to the salesmen 
and women,  there 
are five 
managerial positions on the ad 
staff.
 
As advertising manager, 
Goo is mainly responsible  for 
getting the sales 
staff  to 
perfect its 
ad techniques. He 
holds a half-hour critique each 
day with the ad staff to 
evaluate  the Spartan Daily's 
advertising.  
Goo performs various 
technical jobs,




 which essentially 
means he positions the ads 
where they will get the 
most 
benefit.  
He said the hardest part of 
his 25 -hour -a -week job, is 











 said his job 
entails a considerable amount 
of 
bookkeeping.  
"I pay all the bills and order 
supplies for both the editorial 
and 
advertising  departments," 
he said. 
The business manager must 
turn
 in a daily report stating 
whether the 
Spartan Daily 
made or lost 
money  each day, 
and the exact amount. 
Nelson said another facet 
of 
his job is to make sure the 
Daily's printed advertising 
each day doesn't 
exceed  70 per 
cent. "If it does, this means we 
are taxed
 by the government 
and we lose our mailing 
privileges," he 
said. 
Gary  Rubin, who each day 
mails approximately 1.000 
Spartan Dailys to other 
colleges and paid subscribers, 
said 
he has never seen the 
percentage of  ads in the Daily 
exceed 40 per cent. 
"Last month the average 
amount of advertising in the 
Spartan 
Daily was 31 per 
cent," he said. "However, if 
advertising falls below 30 per 
cent the 
Daily will lose 
money."
 
Rubin distributes the 
remaining 
9,000  Spartan 
Dailys
 around campus. 




ads daily from 
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
He 
said this operation nets ap-
proximately  $35 
to $70 
weekly.  
"Most of the 
classified  ads 
pertain 
to
 housing or students 
who 
want  to sell old cars and 
miscellaneous
 items." said 
Mini. "There are 
certain  ads 
we won't 
take. We've con-
sistently  refused ads 
from  
agencies that 
want  to sell term 
papers." 
Mini said there is 
a two-day 
deadline
 for classified 
ads. 
"For example, if 
a person 
wants an ad to 
appear  on Mon-
day, it 
must be submitted 
by 





ad manager, is res-





 "'rhe national 
advertisements 
such  as 
summer travel
 programs or 
military 
recruitment
 ads make 
up ubout












advertising.  "But 






















illustrations  the 
sales staff 
may need 
for  an 
advertisement.  He 
also  helps 
the staff
 perfect its production 
techniques  and 














CORP  THIS SUMMER 
FOR 













































"I like laying out ads 
because it allows 
me
 to use my 
talents and be 
creative," said 
Salvail. "Being the art director 
is a leisure activity for me. The 
hardest part of 
my
 job is not 
having anything to do." 
Members of the Spartan 
Daily advertising
 staff agreed 








 these people have 
something to sell,"
 said one 
salesman.













minors may  
enter  the first an 




The contest is open to SISU 
students
 or January 1973 
graduates.  Winners 
will 
receive a cash prize 
and  will be 
announced
 at Ad Career Day. 
May 
11. 






 in IC 207 
or in the Journalism 
Department  office. 
All entries must be 
returned 
by 










Garza  told a group of 
students 
yesterday  city 
government
 has been "a 
whole  
different
 show over 
the last 16 
months." 
He said city 
councils  of the 
last "ten 
years or so" let
 the 
city manager 








a terrific city 
planner."  Garza 






AIIIIddell f(t01111.  I.drZd SIMI the 
administration of 
yor  
Norman  Mined Is starting 
iii 
change the relation between 
elected Win:aids and 
the city 
manager's administration. 








order to continue this trend of 
enhancing elected authority, 
but opposed adding more 
members to the council. 
He qualified his en-
dorsement DI 
redistricting  by 












 Stockton State 
Hospitals to be consolidated 
under one 
administration by 
June 30 and for one 
of
 the two 
facilities to be closed by June 
30, 1974. 
The ultimate 
goal of the 
state mental hygiene 
department calls
 for 
transferring  all the mentally 
retarded 
to nursing homes. 
county hospitals and board 
and care centers
 in local com-
munities, 
as well as the even-
tual 



















 of the 
present state 
hospital  system. 
Task force 
Gov. Reagan's



















 care plan is 
developed.
 
The task force 
warned  "the 
premature 
closing













 Tribulato, a panel 
member  representing 
the 
Porterville 
Mentally  Retarded 
Association (PMRA), believes 







said  the state hos-
pital system presently

















mental  health facilities
 
have  created a "little 
Agnews" 
in 
the area east of 










 to favor 













 "warehouse" image 
was  refuted by 
Mrs.




labeled  due to a 
"lack of 

































his 18 -year -old 
daughter has 
lived  for two 
years. 
"At
 Porterville my daughter 
receives 24
-hour  care and I feel 
she is in 
excellent  hands." 
Hoffsteder said. 
The 




Porterville  were 




 she could not 
speak to tell them she was in 
pain. 
"This kind of one-to-one 
service cannot generally be 
tound in community foster 
homesthey would not have 
been able 
to care 
for  her in 
time,"  he 
stated.
 
Tribulato echoed Dr. 
Hof fst eder's praise of the 
Porterville facility, explaining 
his mentally retarded son has 










 March 19 
with "Computing for 
Colleges 




Farmer's lecture will begin 
at 8 
p.m. in Engineering 
132 
and  will be presented free. 
Farmer is past 






His  lecture will 
describe the 
trends
 in large 
computer 














 costs, and 





















The next lecture 
in the series 
will be presented
 April 2 by 
Gerald
 Strang, 
professor  ol 
music at 
California  State 
University.  Long 












April  9. W. 
Scott 
Overton, professor
 of Forestry 
at Oregon 
State  University, 
will speak 
on
 the use of the 
computer 
in the 






 of the 





 lecture ol 
the 
series. Arbib
















 Bull. Vodka and
 Schlitz Malt 
Liquor












Shake  up some Schlitz 
Malt Liquor, 
tomato juice a 
dash of 
Worcestershire
 sauce and two 
drops  of 
Tabasco
 sauce 
Look out for /he Bull! 
Nobody 
makes  malt liquor like Schlitz. Nobody. 
' 
MALT WO 
J Sthloll 0,5 
t M 
and Whet Crest 
CIttlIS
 
His slides ut the Porterville 
hospital
 emphasized the size 
ot the 
establishment,  the hos-
pital and 
school  facilities and 
activities 
planned
 for the 
patients  ot all 
ages. 
"If this is a 
warehouse,  then 
I 
believe  we should have more 
warehouses."
 Tribulato said. 
"We as parents maintain that 
the 
present
 hospital system 




Coils also advocated 
the 
present hospital system. 
explaining
 that San Jose City 
Council has unanimously 
passed a resolution in favor of 
the continuation of 
the 
Agnews  and Stockton 
Facilities.  
"I am especially concerned 
about how the proposed 
changes would effect the 
downtown 
area of San Jose 
and the care of patients put 
into these community 
centers." Colla said. 
lack 
Busse, an official of the 
YMCA and the 
panel's  
moderators recommended that 
more authority should be 
placed in the local planning 
boards, 
county
 and city 
governments. A majority of 
the 13 Area Planning Boards, 
which operate the 
state's
 men-
tal health system, listed the 






 as a first
 priority 
item. 
assured that ,ine guy is not 
going to set himself up as a 
kingmaker." 
Ile was questioned about a 
series ul articles
 in the San 
Jose
 Mercury which indicate 
the 
Model Cities housing 








 that I am 
ashamed
 ol." replied Garza, a 
former director 
of the 
tederally funded project. 
"I' he mess lies
 in the federal 
Department











He said it Chicanos
 had 
made mistakes in ad-
ministering the 
program.  "it 





 why he sup-
ported spending windfall 
revenue sharing funds for 
more police. "A lot of work is 
being done in the P.D.." he 
said. 
Although some complain 
police only aggrevate urban 
problems, (;arza said, the city 
is revising its hiring and 
training policies to upgrade 
the quality of the force. 
"On a given Saturday 
night," he said, "there are only 









 March 25 
Alvarez  Day 
in honor of 
returned  POW Lt, 
Commander  Everett
 Alvarez 
Jr.. a native of 
the city. 
Lt. Alvarez





Clara.  That 
same evening a 
dinner will be 
held in 







 may be 

















typewriters, cameras, etc. 
We also specialize
 In. 
Diamond Setting, Watch 





























TE 117 Fiesta 
Lace Blouse 
Reg,  8.50 Sale 5.50 
YB 505 Carpet Print Bedspread 
from
 India 
TWIN  8.00 Value 
Sale  2.50 
FULL 9.00 Value Sale 3.50 
I 522 4" Wood (Sheesham) humidors 
Reg. 2.25 Sale 1.00 
YE 300 Toe Sandal 
(Water
 Buffalo) 





 250 Sale 1 00 
I 526 Sheesham Wood BOOR Holder Lg 
Reg





















































































































































































Angeles or in 
another area out-
side the Bay area must 
pay  their 
$27 per unit fee, which in-
corporates the Student Union
 and 
a facility fee. 
Why should 
students pay a $10 
charge
 for the 
Student Union
 and a $3 facility 
fee when these students in ques-
tion do not even see the campus 
the entire summer. 
Not only does this 
inequity  ap-
ply to journalism
 students,  but 
other departments
 such as 




 to their students.
 
Paul Bradley, of the Continuing 
Education and Summer Sessions 
Department  says summer classes 
are expensive because they are 
completely 
self-supporting.  
He said that in the 
summer,  the 
school  does 
not  get any 
help
 from 





 are not 
getting 

















With all the rain





Rain can be 
more than a 
nuisance
 and a hazard
 when you 
ride 
your bike. It 
also






increased  friction 
makes 





 the bike's vital 
moving parts. 
The chain needs the 
most  atten-
tion from your oil can. If you 
haven't oiled it in a while, give its 
light coat (3 in One or another 
light oil). 
If it's crusty with sludge, take it 






chains have no master
 link so 
you'll need a chain tool which 
can be 
purchased
 at Paul's Cycles 
for $2.95.) 
Now, take a spin 
and  feel the 
difference. Don't forget
 a drop or 




 pivot bolts). Head 








bicycle  is a sophisticated
 
piece 




 it's a relatively
 simple 
design.  Most bike 
repairs require 
only a little 




effort. Learn to 
repair your 






























illustrations.  It 
is 
organized by part 
(Handlebars,
 


















California  siewsnuper 
Publiehere  As 
pot:fatten  and the
 Associated 














are  not necessarily
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sememm.  B4 SO, Off 
campus price  per
 ropy. 10 
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Curt, 
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and B. Dalton in Eastridge. 
Spartan Bookstore is 
temporarily  
out. 
"Fix Your Bicycle," by Joe 
G.
 
Bergman (an SJSU student, by 




organized by part and function 
and includes 
photo illustrations 
as well as line art. College Book 
Sellers has it 
but they're tem-
porarily out. 
Both books are 
well
 done with 
easy to 
understand  instructions, 
well labeled, 
exploded -view 
diagrams and other aids. Both 
trouble -shoot and diagnose bike 
ailments. With 
either book, you 








10 speed bike. 
Thanks to some hard working 





and the bulk of the San Jose State 
demonstration route are a reality. 
Construction is to begin 
early 
next month and should be com-
pleted
































 me to use this 
space  from time 
to time to write 
on any 
subject  of my 
choice.  It is a 
generous 
offer,







 of this 
opportunity, 
then,  to take excep-
tion to 
a recent editorial
 in the 
Daily in 
which  it was said that I 
hold  "the purse 
strings
 to every 
AS. -funded 
organization  on 
campus." In 
addition,  I was ad-
vised to waive my 
"reviewing 
authority  and 
leave  all 
allocations
 unquestioned." It is a 
simplistic
 point of view. 
Consider the 
philosophical 
premise of the 
Daily's  position. 
Students tax
 themselves to give 
money to their elected 
represen-
tatives which is redistributed to 
student
 organizations and ac-
tivities. It follows (or 
so the 
editors
 would have 
us believe) 
that this is solely 
a student 
matter and that the University 
should in no way interfere
 or 
concern  itself with their finances. 
It is an appealing argument, but it 
is also clearly 
debatable. It 




programs have on the total mis-
sion of the 
university.  Further, 
the editorial states that
 students 
are competent enough to manage 
their own funds, but then goes 
on 
to suggest that if they are not, 
they should simply
 pay the 
consequences. Has it occurred to 
the editors that the 
university  
would also have to share in those 
consequences? 
Whatever the weaknesses of 
the editors' philosophical 
position, there is the
 more im-
portant poirt that their 
position
 
is contrary to state law and 
trustee policy. Title V, Section 
42402 is unambiguously explicit 
with respect to the university's 
responsibility to the budget of the 
Associated 
Students.
 The editors 
know better than seriously to 
believe that the president has the 
right or the power to waive the 
responsibility delegated to him in 
this section of Title 5. It is not a 
question of the president having 
the right






I found Mark 
Heilman's  recent 
staff 




 in the 
classrooms







 one of 
their inalienable
















pleasure  of smoking in 
a clas-
sroom  or any 
other  public place. 
After  all, there 
appears
 to be no 
concrete evidence




can cause cancer. 
For 































they need only 
shower twice a day and wash 
their garments often. 
Smokers shouldn't be made to 
suffer because air 
is transient. 
After all, air belongs to 
everybody, and if someone wants 
to 
pollute
 his share of the air, who 
is to stop him? 
Smoke -sensitive non-smokers 
are very often so selfish and 
egotistical that they 
magnify
 
their own minor discomforts to 
the point 
where  the sufferings of 
cigarette smokers are obscured. 
I believe all those who advocate 




 classrooms, are to be 
frowned upon for placing the 
physical 
discomforts  of the 
multitudes above an individual's 
craving for a weed. 
Cris Wanek 









 love to observe 
that the basic function of war, 
and the reason for its continuing 
popularity, is a provision of 
man's blood -thirsty nature with 
sufficient 
carnage. 
The recent Battle 
of Kham 









































The comic aspects of such a 
"non -battle" isn't the main point 
of relating the incident. 
The point 
demonstrated

















begin  wars, 





men  from killing
 at home. 
Blood lust 
should overcome
 all in 
one if 
that's  so. 
If so, the men at Kham Sang, 
Laos, will have to be viewed as 
exceptions
 to the human race. I 



























which  are not in 
con-
formity with the 













tactics  to ac-








 total control 
over
 their 
finances,  then 
perhaps the 
editors  
should seek to 
have 

























show  that in 
my years in 
this  of-

















tablish  certain 
parameters  within 
which a given budget item
 may be 
expended. 
When
 the president 
has disallowed
 such a 
stipulation,
 it has generally been 
because
 it was unworkable
 or 
contradictory. 
But the action has 
never had the effect of vetoing the 
budget 
allocation  itself. 
"The hour of crisis has passed" 







You've proven to the San Jose 
Chicano and low-income com-
munity that a Mexican but 
American can in fact sell his last 
pinch of pride for 
a few dollars! 
As a student at San Jose State 
and a 
Chicana,  I can no longer sit 
back and let the Mercury -News 
attack
 the Model Cities Program 
of San Jose, without offering a 
rebuttal: Perhaps Sr. Castillo is 
attempting  to muckrake the 
Chicano community by creating 
his  own muck. 
Political Editor Harry Farrell, 
"Mexican
-American"  (and I 
apologize  to Mexican Americans 
if they feel insulted by 
the as-
sociation) Elias 
Castillo,  and 
some unknown reporter (at least 
to the Chicano community) have 
taken it upon 
themselves to at-
tack 
MCSJ with a series of non-
factual "informational" articles. 
I 
am deeply concerned about 
this issue because 
people  like 
Castillo






Mercury is not known as such. 
A few 
important  points should 
be stressed along these lines.
 The 
program 
is in fact granted 3 
million, yet to 
"idealistically"
 
begin  to clean the city of its 
problems would take literally at 
least a billion dollars, a change in 
the Joe Collas of our society and a 
revolutionary change in the 
Mercury News. 
Allegations were made by a 
Morgan Smith regarding elec-
tions of citizens participation 
component of 
the program. Mr. 
Smith,  as I 
recall,
 was hired by 
the city to aid Model Cities, 
publicize elections
 and obtain a 
wider range of voters. 
Number  (1) 
he 
came  in 
late  every day, 10, 11 
a.m.
 if the staff was







more than write 
one of two
 articles, one 
printed in 
the MC paper







he had no 
faith  in the 
biased
 
program and did not
 do any more 
than he was asked. In total, his in-
put was nil! 
Yet Castillo took it upon 
himself to interview a few 
"pes-
simists' (for lack of a better work) 
and expound on their bitter 
feelings to build 
ups 
political at-
tack  on the low-income. 
Mr. Castillo, you as an 
"educated" San Jose 
resident  
should know that the problem of 
the 
sidewalks
 in the 
eastside  is 
not the responsibility of Model 
Cities but of the
 city of San Jose. 
Why do people overlook such tiny
 
details? Tsk, 
Tsk! Srs. Castillo, 
Farrell, and Carey, I thought
 you 
were supposed to set 
the exam-
ples as good 
reporters? 
The Mercury is of course 
not  
making 
a first on the attack. It 
slants 
its  articles on blacks, 
orientals and browns, on such 
is-
sues as the 
Farmworkers,  the 




demonstrations,  and 
anything  
that does not 
coincide  with the 




If the Mercury reporters are as-
king people if 
they know of 
the  
program, they 
might  try asking if 






 to their own poll, 
at
 the 
last count only five 





All  signed 
articles  on the 
Daily Forum 
page
 reflect only 
the 















 to write 
letters to the 
editor.  For quick, 
full publication,





paced  on a 55 -space line. All 
letters must be signed with 




































this  up all by 
himself.  
















votes. Whether Mr. King 
runs for 







 to pay for 
votes  it, 
to buy votes. If you pay a dollar 
for a 
vote  you are 
buying  a 
vote.
 
buying a vote. 
Mr. King says he hopes voter 
turnout will rise from between 
"seven and 11 per cent" to 
between "35 and 40 per cent" 
if 
and when his proposal is passed. 
He is probably right, the turnout 
will go 
up. However,
 it will 
go up 
only in quantity, not quality. Who 
wouldn't vote to get a "buck." I 
wonder how many write-in
 votes 
there will be for 
Mickey  Mouse? 
You still get a dollar, don't you? 
Finally this proposal is an in-
sult to the 
honest  and 
concerned
 
student. I will vote whether !get a 
dollar or not. I don't 
need  Mr. 
King paying for my vote. 
Besides, 
it would take 
more
 than a dollar 
to get me to vote for the 
kind  of 
student government we now 
have.
 
Just for the record, how many 
times does Mr. King plan on 









This is  a reply to the staff 
comment by Peg Bennett on 
police use





The writer asked three questions: 
First; "Why 
do the police 
constantly encourage the fear 
syndrome?" They 
don't.  What 
they do encourage is the ap-




to police questions 
can 
be effectively falsified when 
it becomes clear to the person 
answering the
 questions exactly 
how much the police 
actually 
know.
 The officer was not trying 
to be foreboding, he 
was simply 
trying to be 
reserved  and conse-
quently  effective. 
The  second question asked 
was  
"Why must they 
(police)  place 
themselves in 
the position where 
dealing with power exceeds 
realistic  situations?" Based 
on 
the facts given 
in
 the column, I 
fail to see 
that  they have. If Mrs. 
Bennett was drawing 
this ques-




directly  to 
that incident, let it be 
examined  
by all, rather than 




The third question 







 to perform to 
their 
designs?"  The 
inference
 is that 
Mrs.
 Bennett was 
made  to do or 
say something
 she didn't 
want  to 
do or say. If I am  
wrong in as-
suming she didn't want to 
help  




 I apologize. In 
any  event I 
would  like to 
remind  her 
that
 one 
of the primary "designs" 
of the 














































 the picket 
line 
and  



















































































































































CLARK  AIR BASE, 
PhilippinesNewly  freed 
prisoners  of 
war have told military 
debriefers  the more than 1.000 servicemen
 
missing in 
action  in Vietnam are probably dead.
 
The POWs said the men
 most likely died from wounds
 
unattended by their captors. were killed
 when their planes 
crashed, or died after 
parachuting into dense, uninhabited 
jungle.
 
A total of 1 327 servicemen




The returned POWs also 
slated that since they were regularly
 
circulated 
among five or more POW camps,  they doubted 
seriously if the missing men were being 
kept  secretly 
somewhere.
 
*The Defense Department 
plans  to set up a headquarters in 
Thailand to search for the missing men. 
Despite
 the reports. 
military officials are 







WASHINGTONPres. Nixon urged 
Congress  tu reimpose the 
death penalty for certain federal crimes 
Wednesday.  He urged 
legislators to set rigid guildlines under 
which it would be applied 
automatically. 
Pres.
 Nixon asked for immediate congressional
 action to 
reinstate capital punishment




sabotage  and  espionage, and for the murder 
of
 federal 
officials or law officers. He 
also mentioned crimes such as 
"murder  for hire," kidnapping and hijacking when death 
results.  
Last June the Supreme Court 
ruled the death penalty un-
constitutional
 under present laws. One of the court's 
principal 
obiections was that it was 
being imposed "arbitrarily and 
capriciously."  
Democrats








 in favor of 
reducing  U.S. troops
 overseas over 
the next 





 which would 
effect 600,000 troops,
 was altered 
from 
the position taken






a two-thirds cut 
in U.S. forces 
around









































ban lose City 
Councilman  
Al Garza









 the last 16 
months:* 
He said city 
councils  of the 
last 
"ten years or so"
 let the 
city manager







"We have a 
terrific city 
planner.- Garza 




 in the 
S.t  I 
Almaden 
Mum,  1.dfle said Illy 
administration of mayor 





elected officials and the city 
manager's administration. 
He came out in favor
 of elec-
ting councilmen by district in 




but opposed adding more 
members to the council. 
He qualified his en-
dorsement of redistricting by 
saying San !romans










By LEE DICKASON 
Parents of the 
mentally  
retarded claim the proposed 
state closure of Agnews and 
Stockton
 State Hospitals 
would be a form of "legalized 
killing" and a "giant step 
backwards" in mental health 
care.
 




Gotta and Nobel Prize winner 
Dr. 
Robert
 Hoffsteder of Stan-
ford 
University  stated at a 




for  closure of state 
mental  health facilities 
would  
force 
patients  into inadequate 
community  care 
centers.  
Controversy 
flared  recently 
when 








be moved out of state 
hospit  als 
and closer to stimulus within 
the community;  board
 and 









and care the severely mentally 
retarded need. 
"The mentally incapacitated 
are subject to a game of 





 panel member 
Joy Mar. president of the 
Agnews Mentally Retarded 
Association IAMRA) charged. 
"He doesn't give a damn 
what 
happens
 to those 
patients once they are let out 
into 
the community," she said. 
Daily's











 backlit was only 
a heat rash, Dennis." 
Money received





Spartan  Daily 
classifieds,  
is partially 
responsible  for the 
Daily's 
existence.  
Advertising Idisplay and 
classified) supports 70 per 
cent of the Daily's operations. 
which includes publishing 




 to the Spartan Daily. 
The 14 salesmen and women 
expressed their concern over 
the lack of ad sales this 
semester.
 
Aubrey Goo, advertising 
manager, said, "Feedback 
from business owners indicate 
they are reluctant to advertise 
because editorial content in 
previous Daily supplements 
weredetrimental to business." 
Several  persons on 





















conditions  as 
another reason 
for the present 
























adding  this 
percen-
























level  and serve 















He said, "Spartan 
Daily's  ad 
staff is unique
 because San 


















 get paid 


































talked  about 
her
 job as she 
continued  
composing  art 
work  






ask the owners if they would 






store will give me a copy of the 
ad it 
wishes
 to run or else I will 
do the
 ad layout 
myself."  
Bob 












by calling a 
store 





realize  it or not,





said at times he 
has spent
 more than 
40
 hours a 
week 
working in 
the  ad 
department this 
semester.  "I 
believe serving on the ad staff 
is good experience because 
it's comparable to working on 
a regular newspaper." he said. 
In addition to the salesmen 
and women, there are five 
managerial positions on the ad 
staff. 
As advertising manager. 
Goo is mainly 
responsible for 
getting  the sales staff to 
perfect its ad techniques. He 
holds a half-hour
 critique each 
day with the ad staff to 
evaluate the Spartan Daily's 
advertising. 
Goo performs various 
technical
 jobs, such as "dum-
mying" the Spartan Daily 
pages, which essentially 
means he positions the 
ads  
where they 
will get the most 
benefit.  
He said the hardest part
 of  
his 25 -hour -a -week job, 
is 
"receiving pressure
 from the 
Daily's 
editorial
 department to 
produce a larger paper each 
day." 
Case Nelson,
 Spartan Daily 
business manager, said his job 




"I pay all the bills and order 




The business manager must 
turn in a daily
 report stating 
whether 
the  Spartan Daily 
made or lost 
money  each day, 
and the exact amount. 
Nelson said another facet 
of 
his job is to make sure the 
Daily's printed advertising 
each 
day doesn't exceed 70 per 
cent. "If it does, this means we 
are
 taxed by the government 




Gary  Rubin, who each day 
mails approximately 1.000 
Spartan
 Dailys to 
other 
colleges and paid subscribers, 
said he has never seen the 
percentage of ads in the Daily 
exceed 40 per cent. 
"Last month the average 
amount of advertising in the 
Spartan Daily was 31 per 
cent," he said. "However, if 
advertising falls below 30 per 
cent 
the Daily will lose 
money." 












from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
He
 said this operation nets ap-
proximately  $35 to 
$70 
weekly. 
"Most of the classified ads 
pertain
 to housing or students
 






are certain ads 






 want to sell term 
papers." 
Mini said 
there  is a two-day 
deadline




 a person 
wants an ad 
to appear on Mon-
day, 
it must be 
submitted
 by 






ad manager. is 
res-









such  as 
summer 
travel
 programs or 
military 
recruitment  ads make 
up ubout




advertising,"  he 
said.  
Poppenhusen
















advertising  ... 














illustrations  the 
sales staff
 may need 
for an 
advertisement.  He 











ON CAMPUS NOW 
YOU 
CAN  START 
TRAINING 
FOR PEACE


















































"I like laying out ads 
because it 
allows
 me louse my 
talents and 
be creative." said 
Salvail.  "Being the art director 
is 
a leisure activity for me. The 
hardest part of my 
job is not 
having anything to do." 




 staff agreed 




ciple. "It's up to 
us to let the 
public know these people have 
something to 












Advertising majors or 
minors may enter the first 
an-
nual San lose 
State  University 
advertising competition. 
The 
contest  is open to SISU 







 prize and will be 
announced








 adviser. in IC 207 





 must be returned  
by 
April  13. 
Present state plans 
call  for 
Agnew.







 30 and for
 one of the two 
facilities to be closed
 by June 
30, 1974. 
The 





department  calls 
for 






hospitals and board 
and
 care centers in 
local  com-




























member  task 
force  however, 
has urged
 the state to 
abandon 
plans










care plan is 
developed.  
The 
task  force 
warned  "the 
premature
 closing of 
either 
tacilit y 
would  result in 
"immeasurable

































 has  ten 
"all life 















mental  health 
facilities  
have
































was  refuted by 
Mrs.  Mar, who 
said state 
hospital  facilities 
are so 
labeled due to 
a "lack of 



































at Porterville State 
Hospital,  
where his 18 -year -old 
daughter has lived
 for two 
years.
 
"At Porterville my daughter 
receives
 24 -hour care and 
I 
feel 
she is in excellent hands," 
Hof fsteder said. 
The Stanford physics 
professor explained the 
personnel at 
Porterville  were 




though  she could not 
speak to tell them she was in 
pain. 
"fbis kind of one-to-one 
service cannot generally 
be 
found in community foster 
homesthey 










Hoffsteder's praise of the 
Porterville facility, explaining 
his mentally retarded son has 
tied





lecture  series on 
com-
puters 
and higher education 
will begin 
Monday
 March 19 
with "Computing
 for Colleges 
and 
Universities"  by lames 
Farmer.
 
Farmer's lecture will 
begin  
at
 8 p.m. in Engineering
 132 
and 
will  be presented free. 
Farmer is 








 His lecture 
will  
describe the 










 and the 














predictions  on 
the economic 
leasibility



















lecture in the series 
will be 
presented
 April 2 by 
Gerald Strang,
 professor of 
music at 
California State 
University.  Long 
Beach. He 




























Arbib  of the 




present  the 
final lecture
 of 
the  series. 

















Super Bull. Vodka and
 
Schlitz 







 Mall  Liquor and 









Malt Liquor. tomato 'Luce 
dash








malt  liquor like 
Schlitz.  
Nobody. 












His slides of the Porterville 
hospital emphasized
 the size 
of the establishment, the 
hos-
pital and school facilities and 
activities planned for the 
patients
 of all ages. 
"If this is a warehouse, 
then 
I believe 
we should have more 
warehouses." Tribulato said. 
"We 
as parents maintain that 
the present hospital system 
should remain




Gotta also advocated the 
present hospital system, 
explaining that San lose City 
Council has unanimously 
passed a resolution in favor of 
the continuation of the 
Agnews
 and Stockton 
Facilities. 
"I am especially concerned 
about how the proposed 
changes would
 effect the 
downtown area of San lose 
and the care of patients put 
into these community 
centers," 
Colla  said. 
Jack Busse, an official of the 




more authority should be 
placed in the 
local planning 
boards. county and city 
governments. A majority of 
the 13 Area Planning Boards, 
which operate the state's men-
tal health system, listed the 











one  guy Is DOI 
mine
 to set himsell up as a 
kingmaker... 
He was questioned about a 
series
 of
 articles in the San 
Jose Mercury which indicate 
the Model Cities housing 
program 






 that I am 
ashamed of.- replied Garza, a 
tamer 
director  of the 
lederally funded project. 
"The mess 
lies in the lederal 










community)  doesn't 
run 
HUD."  
He said it 
Chicanos had 
made mistakes in ad-
ministering the program. "it 
was our 
first chance lat city 
administration)." 
He was asked why he sup-
ported spending
 windfall 
revenue  sharing funds for 
more police. "A  lot of work is 
being done in the P.D.." he 
said. 




problems, Garza said, the city 
is 
revising its hiring and 
training policies to upgrade 
the quality of the force. 
-On 
a given Saturday 
night." he said. "there are only 







Santa Clara has 
proclaimed  
Sunday March 
25 Alvarez Day 





native of the city. 
Lt. Alvarez will 
head a 1 
p.m. 
parade  through 
downtown 
Santa  Clara. That 
same 
evening
 a dinner will be 
held in his 
honor.
 The 7:30 
dinner 

























We also specialize In: 
Diamond Setting,
 Watch Repair, 



































 8.50 Sale 5.50 
YB 
505 Carpet Print 
Bedspread  
from India 
TWIN 8.00 Value Sale 2.50 






Reg. 2.25 Sale 1 00 
YE 300 Toe Sandal (Water Buffalo) 
5.00 Value Sale 2 00 
I 525 Sheesham Wood Bookholder 
Reg
 2.50 Sale 1 00 
i 
526  
Sheesham Wood Book Holder
 Lg 
Reg 









































parents  out 
of school




 don't find 72 
children  
between 
two  and a 
half- and 






























the  new 
Parents 






By LEE DICKASON 
"We are, each 
of us, 
changing constantly. And 
today we are on the
 doorstep 
of many 
sociological  changes. 
I 
believe
 one of the things 
that  
will help 
bring  us easily 
through 
our changes is the
 
philosophy of I Ching." 
This
 is the 







director  of 
the





aspects  of 
acupuncture.
 
Dhiegh  also 
holds a 
Ph.  D in 
psychology  and 
has been seen 
in 































































of us is in a state of 
constant
 change. The 
three 
words 'become,  begat.
 begone' 
contain 















help broaden the 
educational 
system  as he sees 

















 is an 
adaptable 
philosophy  and 
way of life." 
Dhiegh  said. 
I Ching is based
 primarily 
on the
 yin and yang, or the 
positive and 
negative, dark 
and light. "These two forces 
are 
constantly  at work in the 
universe. An example is here 
when I 
bend my armsome 
muscles
 pull this 
way,  some 
pull that 
way, the yin and 
yang,-
 Dhiegh explained. 
rhe next iispect ul I Lhing 
reterence is 
the five 
elementswater,  wood, 
metal, fire and earth.
 Five is an  
important number to the 
Chinese
 according to Dhiegh, 
seen in many aspects of life. 
"For example, in acupuncture, 
the
 anesthetic for brain 
surgery is five needles in the 
ear lobe,- Dhiegh
 said. 
In all the I Ching has a struc-
ture of 64 principles, which in-
clude. predictions and des-
criptions of all changes and 
events in life. According to 
Dhiegh, 641s
 also an important 
number to modern science, 
such as the 64 division 
in the 
DNA molecule which make up 
all life. "The Chinese are 3.000 
years ahead,"














and  without 


























 are no 
capillaries
 and 
consequently  no 
blood.  These 
points are 














 pulses of the 
body to 
determine 
if yin or 
yang
 is 
needed by the 
patient. The 
needles 
are  then inserted 










 the yin or yang 
is 
needed.  This 










 the deaf, sight to the 
blind and speech to the mute, 




He reports that the 
treatment is 
not  always 100 
per cent effective, but amazing 
results have been
 found in 




































































charged for child care on a 
sliding scale according 
to
 their 
ability to pay. 
"Both of us were on the 
steering committee 
that got 
the center opened last 
September," said Mike 
Haggan. 
explaining
 how the 
new regulations affected he 
and his wife loan. 
"It's very 
disappointing  to 
watch  it close after 















early  childhood 
teaching. 
Their  personal 
involvement
 





who is enrolled 
there.  
Next fall, Rachel










prom ode an 
unspecified
 amount to pay 
lot.di agencies or enforcement of 
changes in campaign reporting law: 
would
 affect candidates and ballot 






penalty mandatory or epecified crimes. 
including skyjacking and first -degree 






COPWould appropriate 151.21 
million for California State University 
and Colleges for slate's Educational Op-
portunity Program, to be used for low 
in-






NalanitWould provide no-fault 
auto insurance system with 55.000 i111111; 
WIMid Forbid
 lawsuits for damages 
covered by no-molt insurance
 policy but 
would allow suite or   not covered 
such as "pain and suffering." SB 425. 
Mille (L.3 -San Diego). 
Child esreWould appropriate 1110.5 
million for child care centers for 
remainder of herel year 
to
 offset 
proposed federal cutbacks; 32-0; AS PM 
Morel 
11)
-Van Nuys). to Assembly for 
concurrence in Senate amendments.
 
without a 




 out of 
























































































































months, a person 
can't raise much 





expense  of 
privately  
operated
 child care centers," 
she 
explained.  




 child care, 
she 
quits 
her  job and goes 
back on 
welfare," she claimed. 
A 
"potential" 
recipient,  in 
general,
 has been 
anyone  who 
had a 
high  likelihood of 
going  
on 
welfare within the 
next five 
years. 
Under  new 
guidelines,  
this
 period is 
shortened  to six 
months.
 
Shortening  the 
term  has 
particular  impact on 
low  in-
come 
students,  said Mrs. 
Burnell.
 She said students 
working
 their way through 
college for four or five years 
many 
times  qualified as a 
welfare 
"potential."  






 is Glenda 
Horton, 
full-time Health 
Science student at 
SISU.  
She has 
two sons. Peter, 
our, is enrolled at the campus 
children's center. 
Mrs. Horton now 
pays
 14 
cents an hour, or 
about $4 a 
month.
 to t he campus center. It 
would cost $80-100 per 
month 





















earns  too 
much
 to qualify 
for the 
childcare  she 
now  has. 
Her income
 is also 
too much 
for 
welfare  aid, she 
said. 
"I'm 





that I can 




 my sons 
and 
myself,-  the 





a B.A. degree 
in 
Social Science




 find a 
good  
job with only


















-looking  for a job 
without the 
education  I need 

















 Alper won tirst place 
and was undefeated in the Pin-
ball Tournament last Friday. 
Alper 
won  five matches in a 
two out of three game match. 
S.U. Games Area Director 
Terry Gregory said that 27 
different matches were played 
in the tournament. 
Ricky Amescua won second 
place, Terry Gregory won 
third place and Donn Neher 














 the catch? 
There  isn't any. We'll
 
give you
 all the information you want for
 




we'll rush you all the facts. No cost why 
pay more 
write us today 
























a lot of 
people 
though, I 






who  don't have 
it as 
good 
are Jim  and Pat
 Rat cliff 
and their son Jimmy,
 Jr. 
Ratcliff is in his 
second  year 
of 
psychology  graduate study. 
Mrs. Ratcliff dropped 
her 
studies
 at SISU this spring, 
two semesters
 away from a 
WS.
 degree in Health
 Science. 
She 
heard  early in the 
semester of the expected 
federal cuts to child care 
centers and knew both she and 
her husband couldn't afford 
to
 
attend school and enroll 
Jimmy in a private center. 
She 
has searched un 
successfully for a 
job,
 an-
t icip at ing the 
campus
 
children's  center's closing. 
Depleted 
savings 
"We paid about 
$100 a 
month for jimmy's care at a 
private center during the 
summer, and it shot the hell 
out of our savings," Ratcliff 
remembers. 
If the center closes, he said 
he would be forced to apply, 
and probably would be 
eligible,
 for welfare. 
"It might also force 
me to 
drop from school
 to support 
my family." he said, even 
though he already holds a 
part-time job. 
Eligibility standards for 
present 
welfare  recipients 
remain unchanged, yet the 
child care center mother on 
welfare doesn't remain 
unaffected.
 
"Without child care I will 
not be able to 
continue  school 
and 
therefore  I will be forced 
to stay on welfare,
 
for lack of 
skills 









and her four-year old 
son 
Glen  subsist each month 
on child 
support,  $132 in 
welfare payments and 





child  care because
 I'm in 
school
 full-time and cannot
 at -




welfare  system, in-





care. keep the poor on 
welfare by offering no incen-
tives to get off, she contends. 
"I am working 
hard  to get an 
education and get a good job. 
one I can be 
proud  of (she 
wants 
to be a probation of-
ficer). But I need 
inexpensive  
child care 
for my so while I 
attend classes," she explained. 
"When they take away 
(the 
campus) children's center. I'll 
have 
to
 quit school and I'll 
simply 
stay on welfare. I can 
get more Money on 
welfare  
than I can by working at an 
unskilled job and pay private 
child care." she maintained. 
Under the new eligibility 
standards, Peter.Glen,Rachel, 
limmy and 1,480 other 
children like them in Santa 
Clara County no longer will 
play and learn in the quality 
care of children's centers such 
as will be remembered was at 



























The parents of these children may have to 
quit their 
jobs to take care of them if 
government regulations bar 
them from the San lose
 State University child care center
 
at loth and San 















lourth annual Earth Week 
Program on March 22. 23,
 and 
24. The theme of 
the event is 
"In Our Time"
 and will focus 
on careers and 
lifestyles  
related to the environmental 
field. 
The program will consist of 
live events, two per 
weekday
 
and one Saturday night, 
March 22, with Rep. 
Pete 
McCloskey 
presenting  an en-
vironmental profile of the
 17th 
congressional




speakers will include 
Ed Koupal executive director 
of 
People's
 Lobby and co-









Registration tor affirmative 
action listings







who will be seeking
 em-
ployment in June or August of 
this 
year or in January. 1974. 




Placement office, Building Q 3 
on Ninth 
Street
 is holding the 
sign-ups.
 
his listing will be made 
available to employers who
 
are actively attempting to im-
plement their
 Affirmative Ac-
tion Programs," Kelly McGin-
nis, the placement 
service's 
director of Business. 
Technology. and Government 
section, announced. 
An Affirmative Action 
Program is designed for em-
ployers to 
remove any des-





acting director of the federal 
Equal Opportunity Em-
ployment Commission's San 
Francisco office. 
McCartin  explained that 
such practices are prohibited 



















Santa  Clara Valley 
will also 
speak on the 
historical  and 
present-day





mentally -oriented Native 
Americans. 
All  evening programs 
will 
begin at 7:30. 
The two morning 
events will start at 8. 
Although they 
are  being 
presented
 primarily for 
Willow Glen High School  
students. interest 











at 2001 Cottle 
Ave. in San lose. 
All programs are free of charge 
and open to the
 public. 
There will be plenty of seats 
available for 
the various 
speeches and events but those 
wishing to reserve seats 
should 
send their requests and 
a self-addressed stamped 
envelope to: Earth Week Plan-
ning 
Committee,  P.O. Box 5, 
1972. 




Frank  Shiavo, the 
faculty  co-ordinator of the 
event and a few of 
the  students 
at Willow Glen participated in 
the first 
Earth  Day. April 22. 
1970. Since then the 
program 





 the high school, 
10% 
DISCOUNT ON 
SERVICE AND REPAIRS 










Present Student Body 









































A.M. TO 8 
P.M.  
SUNDAY:
 12  TO 
5 P.M. 















the Air Force ROTC will give 
you free flying lessons. It'll be in a Cessna 150 -
you're started towards the day when you'll solo 
in an Air Force jet. 
That's only one 
of the fringe benefits of the Air 
Force ROTC Program. Consider all this: 
Scholarships -6,500 of them that
 cover full tui-
tion. Plus reimbursement
 for textbooks. Plus 
lab and 
incidental  fees. 
Plus 
$100 a month, tax-free, 
to use as you like. 






























 late afternoon 







Bailey says token hiring 
practiced  
:: 














ServiceOn Dec. 7. 1989 the 
seventh 
conference  of La 
Gonfederacion
 de la Raze 




including  a statement 
°I financial
 status. 
"During past conferences 
money has been collected for a 
telephone  and minor costs 
for
 
the office. There is no help 
received by any agency or 
federal funds
 of any kind. La 
Confederacion accepts cases 
from organizations as well as 
individuals who know we 
exist."  








dicates  the 











Jorge Pineiro, president of 
the organization, objected to 
statements in the San lose 
Mercury -News that the 
organization had been started 
by the Mexican -American 










 after the 
Fiesta
 de la 
Roses,"
 said Pineiro,
 "we got 
together  to do 
something  


















the  parade 






and  did not 
allow  participation









various  sources 
but not 
enough  to pay 
the  rent 
on a Xerox copier 





 get me the copies 
this 
afternoon?"
 the president 











"I am a token.- said James 
Bailey, Black director of a 




sional planning positions in 
local governments. 
A grant from the federal 
Department of Housing and 
Urban Development
 (HUD) 
funds  the Minorities In Plan-
ning (MIP) program. 
Works part-time 
As director
 of MIP. Bailey is 




Referring to this 
department. Bailey said, 
"I 
think the simple problem 
here
 
is racism, downright racism. 
That's what I have to deal with 





 the City 
of San lose." 





 in political science, 
with 
concentration  in urban 
planning,
 from San  lose State 




Council  in order
 to 
become director
 of MIP last 
October.
 
MIP finances minorities 
The MIP program provides 
financial 
support
 for minority 
students pursuing advanced 
degrees  in urban 
planning  or 
related 
fields,  according to 
Bailey.
 
A MIP intern must be a 
graduate student, carrying at 
least
 12 units, Bailey said. He 
must





planning  or a 
related field. 
The MIP 
program  pays 
tuition and fees,  
and a $80 
book 
allowance.
 In addition. 
interns 




15 to 20 hours a 




paid up up to $4.05 








plying to the 
program
 for this 
fall may send





 in Planning, c/o 
Santa  Clara County 
Planning 
Dept., 70 W. 
Hedding St. 
Six 




SISU since last 
summer,
 Bailey said. 









McQueen,  in the Morris 
Dailey Auditorium
 at 7 and 10 p 
rn. Ad-
mission is 50 
cents. 
(Setae 





184 at 7.30 
p.m. 
The Yoeth Theatre 
presents  "Cinderella" 
at 9.30 
end  1130 a.m. in 
the
 University 
theatre, Admission is 
SI for adults and 
75 cents for children. 
Dance Startle 
will present a 
dance 
concert in 
the  Dance Studlo 
at 8 p.m. Ad-
mission







 major. will 
presents free
 recital in 
Concert 








miller  will 
present
 Lotus 
















 Bailey, of 
course, is 









 in New Mexico. foe 
Culler  is a tenant relations as-
sistant with 
the San lose 
Housing 
Authority.  
Present  interns 
The present 









Michael  Lopez; 
Kirby  
Payne. 





 of them will 
graduate  
this






he has been 
unable  to place 
















up is 'We 









 said, "We're 
about  the 
business
 now of trying
 to fight 
our way 
into some of these 
planning








with  racism 
"I have 
to deal with an awful 
lot of 
racism in that particular 
bureacracy.
 That's a fact," 




 with it 
since last spring
 in terms of 
getting them to 
make a com-
mitment to 
place  some of our 
people in that
 department." 
According to Bailey 
there 
are about
 35 permanent 
planners
 in the County
 Plan-
ning 
Dept.  and 
about
 30 more 
in the









said:  "Man, there 
are  no 











 And the same 
damn thing







the  county 
department  does 
have about 
six
 minority planners, hired as 







company  tram the 
liayview-Hunter's Point Area. in the 
SU. Loma Meta  Ballroom at 8 p.m. A 
dance with 
"Two Things In One" will 
lollow at 10p.m. in the 






 will be 
presented in the 








tor adults and 75 cents for 
children. 
SISU Hillel will meal at the
 lewish 








in the West Hall conference 
mom  
(EEA). 
According to Bailey the 
EEA  
program
 "is going to be axed 
by 
the Nixon administration 
cutbacks...A lot of people are 
going to be unemployed."
 
Bailey regards




 to the minority com-
munities.  He said. "The City of 
San 
lose and the Planning 
Dept. of Santa Clara 
County  
are not being 
responsive  to 
minority communities
 and 
that's a fact." 
He sees 
a direct connection 
to the 
SjSU  campus com-
munity. "I can definitely relate 











Bailey objects to the practice 




for  planning jobs in 
James Bailey 
Santa Clara
 County. He 
would  
like to see the 
examination 
open
 only to 
residents
 of this 
county. 
"I mean I 
can't  expect a 
planner to 
come
 from San An-
tonio 




a situation in East 
San 
Jose, 
and to deal 
with  that 
community." 
Bailey said. 
Civil  Service exams 
biased  









discriminatory.  A lot of it is 
totally irrelevant
 to planning. 
It doesn't
 even have 
anything  









 to the 
practice of 
making  the final 
selection from
 among the top 
three 
scorers








this  "is a 
downright  
unique









which  is 
what
 I was 

























 to some 
























































 41. 4It **** 
(Take 
North  Meridian
 Exit off 
280  









city manager can ap-
point
 someone to a position if 
he has special qualifications,
 





 again to the frus-
trations he has encountered, 
Bailey 
said:  "You know you 
get kind 
of tired of this 
bullshit. 
You know, well, why 




 be nice, and 
why 
don't you be respectable. 










disease,  which 












situation,  is 
that
 it is a very 
covert type of 
racism,









know how to 
deal  
with
 me. They 
don't  know how 
to 
respond
 to me." 
Asked 
about  his future 
plans. Bailey 
said:  "No, I could 
not really  commit 
myself.  I 
don't 
think,




"What I want to do," Bailey 
said, "is to teach at the 
university  level, and perhaps 
that would 
be an effective way 
to turn on a lot of 
people  to 
some very positive
 things 
regarding the minority com-
munity."  
Pollution 






 Lobby, will 
speak Wednesday,
 March 21 
at 
1:30 p.m. in 
the  S.U. 
Ballroom. 
Koupal




 Lobby in 
early 1972.











 to Allan 
Lukoff, 
president 
of the San Jose State 
University 




claims"there  is 
a conspiracy
 between big 
business
 and government 
and 





















they  were 





they did not have.
 They led the 
fight against the oil company 
behind the fraud 
and  solved 
the situation. 
Later the Koupals led a cam-
paign to try to recall Governor 

















 9 was 
defeated,  Lukeoff feels the 
work done there helped to in-
fluence the outcome of the 
Coastal Initiative measure of 
the November ballot, which 
won against a principally in-
dustrially  backed opposition. 
The Koupals now work full-
time  on the People's Lobby and 
live above it's offices in Los 
Angeles. Their current pro-
jects included working against 
the establishment of nuclear 
power plants and a recent 
fight to defend the right to vote 
of 18-
 to 21 -year -olds. 
The local chapter of 
People's  
Lobby will sponsor a "Bike for 
Life" project on April 1. In-
formation can be obtained 
through
 the chapters office at 

















is offering various job op-




Some of the jobs offered are: 
 
Senior Planning 
Technician. Starting pay is 
$887  per month. Applicants 
must have five years
 
experience  in the field, or a 
college 
education
 relating to 
the work 
of
 planning in city 
government.






II.This  job is 
centered  at the city 
golf  
course,  and 
involves 
maintenance. Two years 






ServiceThe San Jose chapter 
of the American Indian 
Movement
 is scheduling a 
march Saturday from the In-
dian Center, 90 S. Second St., 
to St. 
fames Park. 
The Indians are asking for 
support
 from all organizations 
and urging them 
to become 






 claim the 




the Indian in 



















































grade education are required. 
Pay starts at $687 per month. 
Final filing date is March 26. 
 Tree Maintenance Man. 
This job requires a 10th grade 
education and at least two 
years experience.
 Starting 
salary is $800 per month. Final 
filing date is March 27. 
 Heavy Diesel Equipment 
Operator -Mechanic. The 
location is the San Jose -Santa 
Clara Water 
Pollution  Control 
Plan. March 27 is the final 
filing date. 
In all jobs offered, ap-
plicants must be 18-64 years 
old and be 
able to pass a 
physical exam given by a city 
doctor. A California driver's 
license is also needed. 
Applications are given and 
received at City 
Hall, 801 N. 
First 
St.  Placement tests are 
given on 
notice  by the 
personnel  department. 
a 









 his attention 
back  to the
 interview.
 















stating,  "La 
Confederacion  helped 
then,  
when they 
needed it now WI. 
practically  have 
to






March 18. La 
Confederacion is having its 
annual 
convention  at San lose 
High School 
at 24th and Julian 
streets. Commenting on 
the 
last Reza
 Forum Pineiril 
pointed 






would help pay for
 the food 
"came  through." 
Always 
helped  when could 
"Nothing






"We have always 
helped with 





said, "I have 
never agreed to 
become part of any clique. 
that's not my job.
 I was  elected 
to represent 
low-income 
people and to try to 
benefit  
these 





























J1 GCE ROT BEAN"
 






















































 prize for dance 
contest  
(51  00) 
Advance
 tickets/Both 
Events  $2.00 
Assoc. 
Student  Bus. Office 
put 
your 









GOOD  ONLY 









































































































THE NEW MOVIE SENSATION 
THAT S STUNNING THE 
ENTIRE  WORLD' 
...am.,
 
Woes-, Wee WM 
AneeseeWS






982 MARKET / 
STARTS WEDNESDAY , MARCH 
21S1  

























concert  of 
the semester, 
Tuesday.  March 
20. 8 




Playing with the ensemble 










Marvin  Holmes 
and the 
Funk Co. 



























By DEBBIE BLOCK 
"I cross paths with where 
he's at 
occasionally and I 
guess that attracts me to
 
him. 
Roberta Cane, San lose 
Slate University assistant 
professor of education 
explained how she 
developed  
a special interest in the music 
and personality of Bob Dylan 
during
 the middle 1060's. 




Dylan and his 
work.  Prot. 
Cane taught a one week course 
last 
summer at SISLI on the 
musician. 
According to
 Prof.  
Cane, "lie 
articulated a lot of the feelings
 
I had about what was going on 
in society
 at that time. 
Dylan also told 
of
 the need to 









MO's,  the 
Beatles.  the Rolling 
Stones,
 
and loan Baez sang about some 
of the same 
concerns  as Dylan 
did, 









She  staled, "I am 
momentarily  
shaken by his changes.
-
Prof. Cane explained











addec quickly that he is also 
constantly king up new en-
thusiasts.  




folk rock to electric 
guitar, back to accoustical 
playing, related Prof.
 Cane. 









 of his first 
two albums. 
Dylan  placed the 
blames
 for society's ills 
on the 
apathetic, 
she  claimed. 
































 that in 
his latest 












inner  hypocrisy: 














 to be that
 sell that he 
truly is." 









thinks  it detracts 
from the 
music. But she added 
that
 at times she 
cannot help 
but analyze his 
work. 
Prof. Cane,









 when my 
nmod










personal  than 
entertainment."
 
Prof. Cane said 
she enjoys 
singing
 Bob Dylan sings, 
but 
claimed, "Nobody
 can sing 
Dylan like Dylan." 
She
 has no aspirations to 
timid the singer. "It's hard to 
get any straight answers from 
Dylan from what I've read or 
seen. I respect his right not to 
be analyzed or criticized or 
delined." 
Prof.
 Cane related Dylan is 
probably most 
admired by the 






"Dylan is really 
part
 of an 
era past." she added. 
Prof. Cane said that today 
no artist has the same kind of 
commitment  to society that 
Dylan did. She smiled and 
explained. "Nu one speaks to 








 and the 
Funk Co. is a Bay Area group 
out of Oakland and 
has been 
together
 for about two years. 
The 
Funk
















 lose St ate 
student
 


















travel to Reno, Nev.
 next week 




The group has been billed as 
the featured
 band. 
The festival will last from 
Thursday. 
March  22 to 
Saturday,
 March 24. 
The 
ensemble  plans to play 
"Prelude to the 
Afternoon  of a 
Faun" by 
Debussy and 
arranged by Dwight Cannon. 
assistant 
professor
 of music 
and director of the ensemble; 
Don Ellis's 





Gardner  on trumpet, and 
"Maiden Voyage" by Milcho 
Leviev 




 one of the 
largest 
in the nation. It com-
bines elementary. high school, 
junior college and college -
university jazz groups  from 
the Western United 
States.  
Competition 
includes  all but 


















night  the 
ola sec-










into  them with
 all the 
zeal of Boy Scout buglers. 
What would appear to be 
a 
basic deficiency in 
musician-
ship,
 was in fact a fascinating 
musical experience as 
l'heoclore Dollarhide 
con-
ducted his original com-
position, "Movements." 
The








use  of 
brass,  
percussion and musicians. 
Trumpets were played 
without mouthpieces,  trom-
bones without slides, the 
piano without keys 
and  the 
performers 
murmured. 
clacked their bows 
against the 
music stands and stomped 
their
 
feet in ominous cadence.
 
The composition is written 
in three movements. The
 first. 
entitled "And Silence" 
begins
 
deep in the drum and percus-
sion section. As the name im-
plies, it relies as much on 
silence as it does on sound. 
Dollarhide explained,
 "I was 
concerned with using silence 
as if it were 
an 'instrument of 
the orchestra...to discover at 




"Perpetuant" and "Erewhon" 
were 
both  dynamic and 
powerful. "Erewhon" is a sort 
of musical portrait of the com-
poser's emotions. It develops. 
through the unusual 
instrumentation, into a con-
tusing
 and often paradoxical 
blend
 
of feeling and frus-
tration.  
The concert 
also  featured 
Haydn's Concerto for Cello in 
C major with Crispin 
Campbell as soloist. Campbell 
at first appeared
 overly 
cautious, but concluded his 
performance with 
a brilliant 


















 with a 
student in 
his  workshop. 
amongst
 pots, cups. 




c'erarnic  technique 






















7:0.41.15  p.m. 
Live graduate concertDavid Chap. 



















Dr. Sanders, the first person 
in the United States to 
earn  a 
Ph.D. in ceramic art exclaims, 









I'm here for." 
In the past ten years, Dr. 
Sanders has specialized
 in 
porcelain,  a hard white tran-
slucent variety 
of ceramic 
ware. In his recent exhibition. 
the two 
types of porcelain 
ware  on display were
 
crystalline glazes and reduced 
copper or 
copper
 red. He also 
presented a number 
of
 low fire 
pieces decorated with smoked 
arabian lusters. 
This  techni-
que, he explained, is where a 
combined
 lead and alkaline 
base glaze is used. 
Dr. Sanders, 83, has taught 
at San lose State 
University
 
for 35 years. He plans
 to retire 
in a year and 




 has been 
coming to 
school
 at 2:30 a.m.
 




work  until his 
classes begin at 8:30. 





students,  he feels his job is "to
 
make  my 




























































Dr. Sanders taught the first
 
sculpture
 class at S1SU, and 
since 
then
 has taught 
everything from police sket-
ching, color and art education 
to ceramics. 
Besides carrying a full load 
of  graduate and advanced 
ceramic 
classes,  Sanders finds 
time to write and publish 
books  and articles on 
ceramics. 
He currently finished ad-




 Pottery," to be 
published




















His works will be shown 
this year in the museums of 





















































































































































Strings by Vivaldi. It 
was  
well 




 the light 






of the orchestra. 
Lab's Symphony Espagnol 
concluded the evening. It 
was  
large and loud and generous in 
its use of 
Spanish rhythms and 
themes. 
The finest solo performance 
of






 was more im-
pressive



















films  "Pic 
et 

















"L'It  alien Des 
Roses," March




March  21 
and 22 
at 7:30 p.m.






 Ans les 






sum  and feeling lacking in the 
previous solos and left
 the 
stage only after a triple 
curtain
-call. 
By some standards,  the  
program was lengthy. But the 
high 
quality
 and the 
varied
 











1/rag  out the Philco 
radio. 
Charlie  Chan in 
"The Curious 
Ride 





Time  Radio Show.
 Mon-
day March 




















Big  Story" 
March  22. 
and "The Whistler"
 March 23 
"THE STORY OF 
CARL JUNG" 




as a psychiatrist. 
and  his later years. 
Mar. 20, Tues. 8-10 pm 
$2.50 
general S1.50 student 
C.S.U.S.J. student union 
sponsored by A.S.
 
,1111111111111111111111.1111111Mmumww   
Hillel Coffee House 
10TH & SANTA
 CLARA 294-3191 
Saturday,  March 17 (8:30 p.m.) 
The Cyprus (folksingers) 























































































































It has been said that history repeats itself 
and  that is exactly 
what  Spartan assistant track coach Larry Liver's hopes
 happens 
to his new sprint
 corps this year. 
Less than a decade ago San lose State University 
was one of 
the most 
feared
 and respected sprint crews in the country 
whose 
sinkers held or co -held nine world records. 
Livers 




 far the squad hasn't let him down 
capturing
 30 of the 87 
points the Spartans 
scored
 in last week's dual meet 
win over 
Stanford.
 In five events, the spikers look live 




One week earlier during the Small 
College
 Meet, they took four 
first 
places,




 despite having 
several performers out on injuries. 
Livers, in his first year 
coaching  the Spartan sprinters, 
believes his squad
 is the best sprint team SISU 
has  field since 
their  National Collegiate Athletic 
Association  championship 
team in 1969. 
don't  expect the group to be in the 
national limelight
 this 
year but with a successful recruiting 
program  we should have 
some 






"All it takes is 
time to get the best personnel  
with some team spirit. This is only 
the 
beginning of a new sprint era for 
SISU."  
One change made
 is that the spikers are being molded into 




transfer  Vince Breddell leads the 1973 sprinters 
having crossed the finish tape in first place three 
times during 
the Stanford meet. He 
collected  a 9.5 in the 100 -yard dash, 21.4 in 
the 200 -yard dash and anchored the 440 -relay team 108 40.9 cloc-
king. 
The other 
short distance sprinters includes Bobby Hamilton, 
Ken lout herd and Greg Tinnin. 
The mile relay unit has Dennis Maas at the heap of the pack. He 
copped first in the 440 dash at Stanford with a 44.6 
clocking.
 The 
6 -foot senior, will be closely challenged by Tom Sprink, Roger 
Stewart, Bruce Leek and Bill Conwell. 
The Spartan spiker squad is now running only to win their 
dual
 meets, but for the conference championship they will have 
to concentrate on their times. 
For that reason concrete goals have been set up for the 
sprinters including 9.5 
for the 100 -yard dash, 21.04 for the 220 -
yard dash and 39.0 for the 440 -yard relay. It is demanded that the 
top four men in each event surpass that goal by the end of the 
season. 
The new members of "Sprint City - Phase II" will be trying to 
add their names
 on the all-time list along with john Carlos, Lee 
Evans. Kirk Clayton and Ronnie Ray Smith. These sprinters 
made SISU a household word from 1965-69. 
Tommie Smith burst into the national limelight 
for the 
Spartans in 1965 by winning the 220 -dash yard in 20.9 during the 
United States Track and Field Federation Meet. 
He
 teamed up with Wayne Herman,  Lloyd Murad and Maurice 
Compton to set an NCAA record in the 440 -yard relay in 40.5. 
Two years later,  a quarter miler from Overfelt High School 
named Lee Evans helped out SISU by winning the Amateur 
Athletic Union National championship with a 49.3 in the 
440  
while Smith added 220 titles in both the AAU and NCAA meets, 
clocking 20.4 and 20.2 times respectively. 
John Carlos, 
a well-built speedburner arrived on the scene in 
1969 by winning the NCAA 100 and 220 -yard dashes in 9.2 and 
20.2. He added the AAU titles in the 220 to his 
achievements
 as 
Evans took the 440  crown for the third straight year. 
Putting the stars together (Sam Davis. Clayton. Ronnie Ray 
Smith and Carlos) saw SISU take the NCAA sprint relay mark in 
39.1. 
Gone are the superstars of yesterday with only their records 
remaining. However, "Sprint City - Phase II" contains sprinters 
who are very much 









depth, the San lose State 
University  gymnastic 
team 
travels to 
San Diego State 






 today and 
Saturday.  
The  Spartans are 
considered  
top contenders
 for the title 
along 
with  Long Beach State 
University  and 
Los Angeles 
State 
University.  SISU 
will  be 
trying to 
regain  their 
conference
 title which 
they 
relinquished 
last  year to 
LBSU. 
"We 










 coach Rea 
Anders.  
"If we 
can  get at 
least 280 
points, 
I'm  sure we 
can  win." 
Anders
 expects 








































crown  in 
the
 high bar,


































"San lose State 
is
 the team to 
beat," said 
Diablo coach Al 
Marino. 
"they're very strong 
on optionals and its com-
pulsary
 routine are the
 best in 
the conference." 
Anders 







were  in the bag. "If 
we stay 
within  two or three points of 
the Diablos in the 
optionals  we 
can win it." 
The first year Spartan coach 
said that one of the reasons for 
the gymnasts success is that 
the 
other teams depend on 
three specialists in each event 
so that if one of 
them  misses, it 
is tough to recover. 
Defending 
PCAA vaulting 
champ Al Hernandez will be 
returning  for the Diablos as 
well as floor exercise 







represented by brothers 
Richard and Doug Endo in the 
pommel horse,
 while Bill Hale 
joins John Henise to provide 
ring depth. 
The PCAA has a chance to 





championships if  
the champion or any other 
member of the team can 
qualify  by scoring 


























 8 -foot junior
 transfer from 
Anaheim,  is cur-
rently leading the 
varsity  Spartans at the 
plate  with a .434 
average, including 4 
game -winning hits in ten games















activity  will begin 
later this month. 
Registration
 for fast -pitch 
ends Monday, March 19.
 and 
slow -pitch sign-up closes 
March 26. 
'Co register 
for either of 
these 
activities,  interested 
persons









the  Student Union. 
Fast -pitch league play 
begins March 28, and slow -




March 23. with play to begin 
April 2. 
Men 
and women's teams 
will compete in separate 
divisions, but 
there  will also 
be a co-ed 
league, with teams 
comprised  of three women. 
and three men on each team. 
Not to be outdone, As-
sociated Students Recreation 
Program has 
three  of  its own 
activities  on tap. 
On March 19, a class in 
Planting Your Own will begin 
a two night run. 




































why.  The 
second 










 will be 
charged  for 
the 
class, to be held 
on March 
19 and 21 at 7 





































































 COCKTAILS ALL YOU C_11"1" $1 
0 















































BOX  OFFICE 
TOWN & 
COUNTRY  VILLAGE
 2411 1160 
DOOR 
TICKET'




included  will be 
instruction on making a wall 
hanging 
with  dry materials. 





fee will be charged. 
Persons 
registering  for this 
class are requested to bring a 
hammer, small 
tacks, scissors, 
and yarn scraps of assorted 
colors and textures. 
A one day workshop 







 31, from 
9 
a.m. 
to 4 p.m. 
Those registering
 for this 
class 
will  be taught how to 
draft  a pattern, and to com-
plete a belt weaving project. 
Three dollars will be 
charged 
for this workshop, 
and
 registrants are asked to 
bring scissors and three skeins 
ol rug yarn to 
construct a belt. 
Both of these weaving 
classes 
will
 be held in room 
206 in the Art building. 
Sandra Ledbetter and An-
drienne DeAngelis 
will  
instruct the cardweaving 
workshop. with Miss 
Ledbetter
 and Barbara Moon 
instructing the weaving class. 
All fees are payable at the 
Associated  Students Business 
Office, second level of the 




information  on 
these 
and any other  In-
tramural
 or recreation 
offerings call 
Penny Terry 
Recreation Co-ordinator, at 
277-2972. 
By






scattered live California hits 
and his teammates 
came up 
with a season high of 12 
safeties as the varsity baseball 
Spartans trounced LIG-
Berkeley yesterday afternoon, 
10-0. 




in the young 
season and
 their ninth 
triumph in 
11 games. 
The Bears slumped to 7-6. 
Mark Kettman opened the 
SISU scoring with a solo home
 
run in the 
first inning and 
shortstop Rob Brassea drove 
two more 
runs in the third 
with





ended  the day with 
three RBI's
 with his two hits. 
while Kettman.
 Mark Carroll, 
Rick Pitney each added two 




 it was victory 
No. 4 without 
a defeat this 
season. The Spartan pitching 
has now not yielded a run in 
the last 22 innings. 




seven  innings Tuesday after 
Jeff
 Gingrich shutout the 
Hornets the last six innings of 
the first game of the 
doubleheader the same day. 




 in a 
doubleheader 
Saturday  and 
San Francisco State 





headers at Municipal Stadium 
begin 
at noon. 
Saturday's games will be 
broadcast on KSIS-FM (90.7) 
beginning with the 
pre -game 
program at 11:45 a.m. 
"Hayward is 
very
 capable of 
defeating  us." said coach Gene 
Menges last night. "They have 
beaten Cal (UC-Berkeley). 
Santa Clara and UOP." 
Junior's Kris Sorenson and 
Steve Hinkley are 
the 






Gingrich  and 
junior Dennis Smith will pitch 
Sunday. 
Smith hurled a one -hit 
shutout last week against 
Sacramento State in his first 
pitching








baseball team dropped a non-
league game to Alameda Naval 
Air Station, Wednesday, 5-4, 
with all five of Alameda's runs 
being 
unearned.  
Larry Ceccato went the 10 
innings for the Spartans. The 
final run for Alameda in the 
10th came on a freak play. 
The Naval Air Station
 had 
men on first and third. The hit 
struck the first base runner, on 
his way to second. The run 
easily scored from third. 
According to coach Ion Hen-
nig, "Ceccato pitched well, 
doing everything he was sup-
posed to. The 
infield





SISU is idle this weekend. 
They 
resume play Tuesday 
against Willow Glen 
high 
school. 
Next Friday the 
Spartan frosh take on Cal 
Poly, San Luis Obitipo in a 
doubleheader
 on the Spartan 
diamond. Saturday SISU face 





























By PAUL STEWART 
Coach Yosh Ucida's Spartan 
judo contingent will place
 




 on the line tomorrow, 
as 5)511 travels to Hayward 




The Spartans have won 
every 
national  championship 
since 
its'
 establishment eleven 
years ago by the
 NCAA. 
SISU, for the first time ever, 
will 







participate in the 154 pound 
division for the 
Spartans  and 
Jim
 Richards will compete in 
the 205 pound bracket. 
Rounding out the squad
 for 
SISU will be 






ANGELES -Senior guard 
Mike 
Quick  canned 25 points, 
19 in the second
 half to lead 
unranked 
University  of San 
Francisco
 to a stunning 
77-67  
upset
 of No. 3 ranked Long 
Beach State
 University in the 
first round of the NCAA play-
offs 
held  in UCLA's Pauley 
Pavilion 
last night. 
The Dons, an eight
 point 
underdog, cont rolled 
the  
tempo of the game 
after the 
first five minutes. 
They missed 
their first ten 
shots before
 converting a field 
goal but were only behind 
4-2 
with 16:35 




shot a horrid 36 per cent in the 
first half and trailed 37-31 at 
intermission. 
Quick, a swift,  
streak  
shooter,  opened the second 
half with Ins teams'
 first eight 





 just over 16 
minutes
 remaining. 









 49ers. top scorer and All-
American. Ed 
Ratleff,  played 
with a severely jammed finger
 
on his shooting hand. 
He missed 
his first seven 
shots
 and finished the 
game  
with 11 
points, far below his 
24. point average he carried 
into the game. 
After opening 
another 10 
point  lead with 9:54 
left, the 
Dons went into a 
controlled 
offense,  waiting 
for free 
someone  under the 
basket  
while LBS, 
now  out of its 
usual zone defense, 
scrambled 
all over the 




was  three lay-ups 







however,  was 
that
 the clock 
ticked four 
precioug  minutes 
away
 from a Long Beach State 
comeback.  
Phil Smith
 totalled 20 for the 
Dons and















 in a 
mild upset,





Yoshimura  (165 
pounds). 
Bill Kauf







Spartan mentor Ocida 
expects a tough
 test from San 
Francisco State
 on the West 
Coast,  Air Force and Colorado
 
from the 
Mid -West and Yale 
from the East. 
Ucida. the U.S. Olympic 
coach in 
1984,  cited the use of 
scrambled and 
varied line-ups 
this year in helping 
him 
expose
 every judoka to 
competition. 
The Spartan 
judo squad has 
won the Far
 Western Amateur 
Athletic 
Union Cham-






 year, as 
well
 as, a 
host of other 
judo tourneys. 
"I got a 
chance to really 
examine the team 
at the Far 
Westerns',"
 said Ucida, "and 
going 
into
 the Senior Pacific.' 
the team really jelled." 
At t he Senior Pacific AA U's, 
Dan Kikuchi took the Open 
Division  title and Bill Kauf fold 
won the 178 
pound bracket. 



















commented Ucida. "but we'll 
be ready." 
In NCAA judo competition 
there are six 
man teams. 
representing 
five  specified 
weight divisions and a 
heavyweight 
classification.  A 
match is won by throwing 
an opponent, getting 
him in 
judo hold), or by 
holding
 the 
into an arm bar (a specialized 
judo 
hold),
 or by holding the 



































 get King Kong to 
give  me 
a whirl. 
But when I turned 
on to 
Akadama
 Plum (the lip
-smacking  grape 





 Men started 
turning  on to 
me. Thank you. 
Akadama
 Plum. for 
knees.turning
  












































Phil Mk  ay 
Rich & Bill 
Wabash 
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1 baam.cAopasni  
DlysiopS1  
$150 

























At the end of 
each  sunny day the setting 
sun  casts 
long, 
irregular
 shadows across the 
landscape.  From 
this view it is 
often  difficult to determine
 where the 
shadows
 end and












lACQUIE  KUBAL 
Special 
to
 the Deily 
"The  















what it would 
be like to be 
married 
to the other 
but  know 
it is impossible
 and accept 
that."
 
















According to Dr. Burkom. 
Mrs. Drabble is a prolific 34 -
year -old British feminist, 
having produced seven books 
in the last nine years. 
The 




"Margaret Drabble has been 
cc..ipared in intelligence to 
George 
Eliot.- said Dr. 
Burkom.
 
Dr. Burkom said that in "The 




the  first primary 
male character in any of her
 
books. Dr.
 Burkom asks the 
rhetorical question, "Can a 
young  
woman  write a realistic 
picture 





"The Needle's Eye" is the 
story of an eccentric, 
spiritually
 troubled heiress 
whole trying to win 
custody of 
her two children from her hus-
band. The
 main protagonist. 
however, is the emotionally 
arid lawyer who tries to help 
her. 
Dr. Burkom compared Mrs. 
Drabble to two 





 said that Doris 
Leasing, also a 
prolific  British 
author of feminist leanings. 
sometimes gets "sloppy"
 with 
her form. She asserts. "Drab-
ble has a 
more
 academic 
intelligence than Leming ... 
"Urabble's syntax 
and gram-
mar are more perfect." 
Biblical symbolism present 
Dr. Burkom repeatedly calls 
-The Needle's Eye" Jamesian" 
- in its symbolism, its techni-
MCAT 
Review and practice 
testing 
as 
*141 t e 
i.: 
Medical 
College  Ad . i el 7 
'",Ogfree 
bro  hure. write 
GRADUATE 
STUDIES  CENTER 
''division




Box  386 
New 
York. N.Y. 10011 
que 










 Eye" is in 
some 
senses




"Although  it is 
frequen-
tly funny,
 it is 
eseentially  a 
serious parable." 
Faculty 































































increased  30 
per 









from  the 
nation's
 
capital also ,noted 
that.  
'Although  the 
number  of Viet-
nam -era trainees 
increased 
slightly above 9 




29 states exceeded 
that  rate." 
Kentucky and South 
Carolina  
were reported to be 
the 
most active in 
participation.  
The VA release revealed.
 
 The western half of the 
country 













































 years of 








he report also 















 least 181 days
 of ac-
tive duty. any 
part  of it after 
































from the Bayview-Huntees 




be on campus tonight. 
What is Afro -primitive dan-
cing? "Wild type dancing, you 
know," explained Mrs. Julie 
Middleton,
 the group's direc-
tor. 




from performances of other 












tors. But now, Mrs. Middleton 
said, the Lotus Company is 
skillful enough to create its 
own style. 
Also appearing
 will be two 
affiliated 
dance groups, the 
Little
 Swahili )dancers aged 
8-
10) and the Watuzuri 
(ages  13-
18). 





various  San Francisco hotels 
as well as Cal -Expo 
during 
their four years together. 
The San lose 
State  
University 
appearance  is 










i/111 Peiy at the Spartan 
diamond. 
GULF. 




GYMNASTICS, PCAA Championships 
at San Diego State. 
SATURDAY 
VARSITY BASEBALL. S1SLI v. 
Hayward Slate in  doubleheader
 begin-
ning at noon at 











 Hayward, ell day. 
SUNDAY
 
VARSITY BASEBALL SISLI v. San 
Francisco State 














All  good 
stations.
 In fact, 
we've taken 
the 




 added a few 
of our own, and 
come up with 
a brand new 












will  run from 8 to 
10 p.m. Friday night






$2 for those 
who attend 
the 






 take a 
good,
 
































look  at 
it;  you 

















































































































 E. Calcium etc i 
Home Cleaners
 (Basic
 ho. L 
etc  
Beauty Aids i Prot....zed Shampoo etc 
John 
8. Mary Rhoades 297-3886 
LOVE YOUR BOSS 












Our incentives are ample 
Every distributor has 
different
 
posts  8 
different  
approaches







reflected in our 










ask  you to 
do
 a iittle research 
before
 we let you sponsor
 in 








OUTS AND GALS! 
Joie a college-age BALLET clam et 









Eufrarm  Grant Director
 241-1300 
GOT A 






 Spartan  
Daily 
afternoons after 2 
p rn 277-3181 
- - - - 
HAY FEVER Fan Mar Apr 0 In 1st 12 
dens of your season get free pills 
and 
5I2-22  for drug stucly TAVIST 321-44,2
 
TWO  DI   
FOR
 THE PRICE 
OF ONE AT 
THE  










 OF ONE AT TING 
YANG, 






6 SAN CARLOS 
SUNDAY
-AT -THE -SEA, Enioy 
Hot  Tuna 
&Commander  Cody






















































































































































-'AS programs here on 
cern-
o 0001 Bitch apply for Iris 
program board Apply in the 
A S office in 
the Student Union 
BEGINNING 
YOGA
 Lessons sten Tues-
day March 20 Cell 286-5445 
CE AAAAAA E J. 
MICHAEL  RADNITZ's 
BIRTHDAY,
 THIS IS THE 
LAST 
WEEK TO BUY A MONEY BOO 
ONLY $250 
Al
 7th 8 SAN CARLOS, 










and Goldf inner 
will  lecture on 
acupuncture, the I 
Ching.  and the book 




THE BRILLIANT DANIEL 
HEIFIETZ 
Presents  a 
violin
 concert Thursday 
Mar 
15 MD










 MAC TICKETS on sale 
i,nyr in theASBO 
April 11  simmer, s 
non One 
show
 only -2 400 seats $2 50 
sludenis w,A S. card

















Bldg 0 New 
FOR  SALE: 
Honda  250 













































































'1111 VW RUG 













68 NOVA,  
















 SST 343 









































II yOu hays an older














































 recreatior.  water safety, and 
maintenance
 Applications must be 
received by 
3,1E73. Apply at Recreation
 
(Alice 201 South Rengstorff, 
mountain  
Voew. CA 94040
 Phone 14151969-3890 
AN AFFIRMATIVE 
ACTION  EMPLOYER 
SLACKUTE POSTERS $1 50, PATCHES 
750& UP, 
INCENSE
 26-295. PIPES 
$1 00 
8 UP. RADIOS $3.95
 8 
UP. LEATHER 
GOODS. BINOCULARS $2200 8 UP. 
BLACKLITE. COMPLETE 18" Sit 95.6 
822.95 STROBE LIGHTS $1795. 
GAS  




 8 UP T-SHIRTS 5250 
EACH BROOKS 150 E San Fernando. 1 
blk 
from 
SJSU  Phone 292.0409 
THE 
LOST  FLEA 
MARKET.
 50 variety 
shops
-1940 S.. st Si. Ph 
293-2323  
Open
 We thru 







items  anlogues  
6 
colNctabies  
SAVE THIS AD: Before you 
purchase 
costly  stereo equip retail check w/us for
 
discount
 prices to 5.15 
students
 (on all 
your  needs) We guarantee 
the lowest 
prices
 in the Bary Area on such
 names as 
Sanely, 
Pioneer.  Marantz. Teac, 
Dual. 
etc 
Call us for weekly specials 
tool 292-










Neal  old 
Dookstore. largeit in 
Santa Clara Valley 
since 1925
 Woodruff  8 Thuels 
Twit* 
Read Books. 81 E 





 105s off m0105451 
IF YOU LIKE 
BOOKS.
 
you'll  love 
RECYCLE,  a different 









 in Bay Area 
Records.  too We 
bare the books you 
want  & need 8 beet 
prices in town Yee, 
we
 buy 8 trade books 
& records 
RECYCLE  2355o 1st St 268-
8275 
2/3 OF THE MONEY 110015 OFFERS 









 CARLOS-ONLY 5250 
$1.50 
















& SAN  CARLOSI 
NEW S COMPLETE HOUSEFUL OP 
FURNITURE, some in 
original package,. 
Bedroom  living 
& 
dining rooms 297-















Paid  $303 
yours
 $150 2587719 eve. 
TEAC.  









months  old. 
excellent






 Model Et 
fabric rib-
bon for
 sale by thesis 
typist. $125. or 
best 
offer 






in box $250 Also new
 24rrim 
end 










arailablia. Day 280-4808  
evenings  




 SKIS, 200 
cm -sterboard" 
US 1 year old 
cost









RN s. aios,  orderlies,  full and part time. 
American Registry of Nurses 293-0112. 
FIGURE MODELING position. Light but 
serious work for persons of good 
character. Must be phySICally perfect. $5 
to $75/hr Periodic. Box 1365, Mt. View. 
TWO 




ONE FREE 3 Pc CHICKEN DINNER
 
WITH 




 KENTUCKY FRIED 
CHICKEN, 
IT'S 










$2.50 PER HR. 
 COMM. 
245-4920 
Green  Thumb Lawn Service 
MALE -PT. time cook. some axe, min 
wage. also
 P1 time night watchman for 
New Way Centers call Phyllis at 288-2851 
EARN EXTRA  MONEY by heaping others 
within your 
community
 Any student ma -
'Orono
 in any
 aspect of the field
 of health, 
please apply


































237 E San Fernando
 
669 to 
$89  mo 
295-9504  or 
293-6345 
2 EDAM. APTS.  for rent $180 turn..  5155 
unfurn. 5760 5th St Call 293-4767.
 See 




































 UP, nice,  comfortable,  quiet 
rooms 
downtOwn.  hit. env .293-3910 
158 
N 5th St 
EL DORADO 
APTS.  
Large 2 bdrrn new shag. fresh paint, un 
turnished. $150 Five minutes 
from cam-
pus. quest neighborhood, 293-3635 
FANTASTIC 2 
berm
 Furn. Apt.. prkng 
Indry 
tacit.  low summer rates. 536 
5.8th 
St *9, 295-7894 QUIET! 
NEW STUDIO APTS. $115 8 5120. 
15 
min from SJS 5226  Snow Dr S.J. 226-
13112 
ONE BEDROOM
 APT. $124 342 S. 11th 
Sr or cal1998-1621 between 12-1 pm or 5-
/ ons or 371-1975 
FOR RENT-LEASE 11-rm. older house 
suitable for 1-2 gps , 2 kitchens. 2 service
 
ereas-2 baths 
Separate  entrance., 
college area, 292-7772. 
FROM Wilkmo. Now rooms 
across  the 











that must be seen Open daily for inspec-
tion Call 295-8514. 295-8526 or 
287-
9585 
LA DONNA APTS. 
1 bedroom apts 
furn  $130, unfurn $120 




the campus 385 S 4th St Call Ben 288-
9383 or 
John 356-5706 
1 BEDROOM, Electnc Kitchen. drapes,  
pool laundry
 
facIlity, W& G pd. Mimed 
couple only 431 S 1 1th St Apt 1 
HUGE 1 SR. APT. $140, lturnosned,) In 




fenced yard. dog ok
 
walk to campus 115 
W Wollown St 286-9082before 220 Rick. 
SUNNY STUDIO. nicely turrushed.bdrrn 
convenient to SJSU 
$110 Also 1 bdrm 
$130 or 2 
berm
 $155 Pool 996-2416 or 
321-5573 
1 2 Winn. opts for rent $806 $100; 26 4 
bdrm
 





ONE LARGE SCORIA. APT New shag 
rugs Water 8. garbage pd. 
Avallable  now 
Call 293-7796 




Master's - Reports - Dissertetions 
Marianne Temberg - 1924 Harrts
 
Telephone  371-0395
 San Jose 
LOS 
1 0/R APTS. $130 Whir carpets. 
swim pool
 recreation room 
5205
 9th St 
























 202 So 11th 
293-7374
 
STUDIO'S  MK Men 
Only 620 S 
3rd  $t 
SUPER
-LARGE




carpeting  6135 surnrnw Mai $110. 439 
S 4th St Call 998-8619 
LARGE
 2 WIDROOM 
APT. New couch 
new  paint Water
 
& gar PO 
$155/mo 
Summer rates 








ROOMMATE  needed 
for 
couple) in house 
within








No 5th Call 287-9838
 after 5 
TYPING, Emma 
FAST,  ACCURATE. 
IBM SELECTRIC. FORMER ENGLISH 
TEACHER. CALL 244-8444 AFTER 630 
MARY BRYNER 














314 St. Apt. 
*823  
287-4355 
TYPIST -FAST, Accurate. Can edit -
Masters etc Near SJCC Mrs. Atlantan 
296-4104
 
2 FREE PARS OF ZIG ZAGS AT 
7-ELEVEN: ONE FREE LUNCH 
OR DINNER WITH PURCHASE OF 
EQUAL VALUE AT LA TEXANITA, 
IT'S ALL IN THE 
MONEY  BOOK, 













Call Ms R 
Frederick 328-4623, 




Everything for Everybody. 379-8018. 
TYPING ISM SELECTRIC. Also 
own 
transcriber 
Willow Glen ere. 269-5852 
TYPING in my North side home. 
reasoned.  Satisfaction guerentdad. 
263-2739. 
CHILD 
CARIIPLAWIROUP,  M -F 2-3 
yr.  
olds, certificated teacher. Multi -cult until 
home
 

















 HAIR REMOVAL 
CALL REGISTERED
 ILECTROLOGIST 
AT 235 E. Santa
 Clare St 294441/111. 
IMPROVISATIONAL DANCE. 6 weeks 
$9. 1st 
class Mon Mar 19, 7 to 8:30 PM 
first 
Unitarian









metes call Jan or 












Worldwide  travel. 
Perfect
 summer
 lob or career.




 Dept E-15. 
P0
 Box










 THIS IS 











THIS IS THE LAST WEEK, 
NATURAL Wedding
 Photography looks 
like
 people  
feel
 Warm Rest 
Like  
people  
in love Petersen & Bishop Photography 


























PURCHASE OF THE SAME - 
PEANUTS, FREE FRENCH FRIESI 
Mac-
DONAU/SI IN THE MONEY 
BOOK!  
ONLY $2.50 AT 7th
 
& SAN CARLOSI 




 Contemporary  
Literature
 Press, 311 California Street 







Lose you. Janet 
DONATE ON A 
REGULAR  BLOOD 
plasma program and 
receive up to 
$40,monthly
 Bring student ID or this
 
ad 
and receive a bonus with 
your
 first 




S Alrneden Ave San Jose. CA 294-8535 













7 1 10 PM 
MORRIS







please call me 
before
 MARCH 25 




- ISRAEL - 
AFRICA  
Student 
flights  Student 
camping  tours 
throughout
 Eurpoe. 


































bht.sral nNt eresn, no:
 io2n8.01:1cia9611 
cam -
CHARTER FLIGHTS. Complete domes-
tic, international programs Contact 
Jeerl,
 Student Services West. Inc .2356'
 
Santa Clara. 
0710  287-8301 
10TH
 ANNUAL JET FUGHTS 
EUROPE FROM 
5239  ROUND-TRIP 
JAPAN FROM 
$359  ROUND-TRIP 




52nd St. Sacramento, 
Ca. 95819 
EASTER CHARTERS TO MEXICO 
9 
days. ti nights. incl round trip airfare. 
hotel,
 all




Puerto Vallarta -$229 
Acapulco  - $299 






FLYING SOON? Well "It Pays To Be 
Young With TWA" Your TWA Campus 
Representative




Make your GETAWAY Fly 
at i /3 off 










 with  FREE 
GETAWAY 





for reeervilliOne Or your local travel agent 





Francisco on 4/14. Return-
ing San Francisco on 2/22, 1 way $99 























Travel,  Ltd., Box 
1497. K C., 
Mo.  64141 
LOST
 Ai. FOUND 
LOST 




 to eel 
dept office. Reward. 
PEOPLE PLEASE show some humanity 
and return 
my
 light rust leather purse. I 
have 




can keep the money It
 was
 lost in the 
Student Union 




.48-6582 or leave et 5 U Info desk
 
FIND











 r hr.. Four
 













 200 2 
SO






























 Ea, n 
add 










Check  a 
Classification  












Name  FIr 
Arad,es.   
Cilv















































Items  Call 
after  7 p.m. 
298077.  
HART SKIS, 










board  in exchange 
for baby sit-
engem,. It *Ands
 10 min from SJSU 
21 
yrs or older




















SEND CHILE MONEY ORDER
 OR 
CASH ro SPARTAN DAILY 
CLASSIPIED,
 SAN JOSE 
STATE  















 lira eda 
PHONE
 
277 
1175
 
J 
